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Scottish ;Refereridum
remembered

by Pauline Radcliffe
Last SAturday two hundred
supporters of the Campaign for a
Scottish Assembly (CSA) marched
from Charlotte Square to Calton
Hill. The march remembered the
seventh anniversary of the
referendum on the Scottish
Assembly, which the majority of
Scots voted for, but which was
never put into effect.
Once assembled o n Calton Hill
the crowd listened to ten speakers
in all . each briefly explaining why
they felt a Scottish Assembly was
vital to the future of Scotland .
Amongst those speaking was
Ian Lawson, one of the eight
people who recently marched to
London to put the case for the
Gartcosh steelworks. He has since
left the Conservative Party and
has applied to join the CSA. Mr
Ian Lawson dryly commented
that. if anything , Mrs Thatcher
deserved a cheer from the crowd.
By her Government's actions "noone in Britain is doing more to
assure we get a Scottish Assembly."
Jim Boyack, National Convener of the CSA , chairing the
meeting from an open-topped double decker, also introduced speakers representing the Communist
Party, the Scottish Green Party ,
STUC, NUM, EIS and the Liberal party. With the obvious
exemption of the Conservatives,
the CSA commands support.from
all parties, including every
Alliance MP except Roy Jenkins.
As the final speaker , Dennis
Canevan said th at the.Tories had
repealed the Scotland Act in 1979
(this would have created a Scot-

Peter MaxwellDavies
Films reviewed ...

Marchers of the Campaign for a Scottish Assembly pass along George Strei on the seventh anniversary ol the
Refere~dum on a Scottish Assembly.
Photo: Phil Rose
tish Assembly because they
"wanted to clear the boards for an
onslaught on Scotland. "
He went on, "Mrs Thatcher and
Malcolm Rifkind together command only 14% support in Scotland. That is less than what President Marcos held in the Phillipines." He urged the crowd to
"take a leaf out of President
;'\quino's book," and use their

"people power" to work for a better future for the people of Scotland
Afterwards, Youth for an
Assembly the g~oup who had
organised the marfh , went to present a letter to the Scottish Office.
Youth for an Assembly consists
lagely of EU students and its purpose is to act as an "organising"
group.
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Next week a paper ORI sexual
harassment in the University will
be delivered to all Directors of
Studies. The paper, drawn up by
the Welfare Committee. 9utlines
'1".
I
the sort of sexism and 1 sexual
\
harassment occurring most frequently in the University . .
Whilst many sexist remfrks are
..
not intended to be offensive but
'
rather humorous. they do sometimes cause offense. Not all
people react in the same way to
end of the ground, traditionally the Benny Hill style humour said
to bf! used by some of the medical
used by visiting supporters.
Mr Mercer also spoke about the faculty. This sort of humour has ·
already been attacked in the
breakaway of the "big nine·· frO!ll
the Scottish League ; describing national press. The paper also
Mr Ian Galletly of Dundee FC as points out that some female stu"a disastrous president. " Mr dents are being encouraged to
Mercer saw the future of football take up •female· careers. such as
as being a British League, a pros- nursing or social work, rather
pect which anyone who watched than the 'scientific' careers which
the recent
· dlies between their fellow male students hope to
Rangers ·
and Celtic persue,
Sexual harassment also exists in
i!d would
and M
the University. but as in the case
look fo
·i
I
.,, ningham continued on page 2
~
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Much more music ...

paper
I

rather than any philanthropic
motives.
Mr Mercer then went on to talk
about the most important people
for any football club; its fans. He
seems paiticularly proud of the
real good relations between
Hearts and its supporters. His
concern however, does not
·appear extend to v_isiting supporters since his pnonues for
Tynecastle include car park and
undersoil heating rather than any
improvement of the Di~kensian
"amenities" at the Gorg1e Road

Commando
Pumping Iron II

Sexism

Mercer on the ball
for Hearts
.At the invitation-of Edinburgh
University Economics Society,
Hearts Football Club Chairman
Wallace mercer spoke on Monday
about the problems of runing a
Premier Division club.
Although his talk was given
under the auspices of the
Economics Society. Wallace
Mercer had little to say about the
economic side of running a football club, apart from dismissing
Hearts refusal to pay their police
bill as Public Relations. He professed instead to concentrate on
the social aspects of a football club
and its place in the community.
Mr Mercer believes that a successful Hearts team is important
for the Edinburgh community as a
whole and stated that this was his
reason for buying 70% of the
equity in the club when it was
about to go out of business in
1981.
Mr Mercer became agitated
after tpe meeting when it was
suggested· that his interest lay
more in the value of the 'fynecastle site for property development,

9avid Young, a postgraduate
at the Universities said their main
aim was "to promote the Assembly issue amongst young people ...
Along with the CSA he felt that
their most . notice·able · progres~
had been in gaining the suppott ol
MPs - especially Alliance' from outside of scotland: "This
has raised the tempo of feeling
within the political parties
towards the issue." he said.

El Sonido de
Landres
Features at length · · •

James Prior
interview
Sports spotlight ..•

Shinty
PLUS

What's On
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Grants and benefits campaign:•debate•Labour's view•March on London

MPs debate b·e nefit cuts

Under pressure from favour of the Bill. He said that
growing press controversy in .t he, "aim of reform is to try to
the widely acknowrecent weeks over the case overcome
ledged defects in the present sys'for reform of social security tem ," which he then described as
in Britain, local politicians being too complex, ineffective in
met last week at Edinburgh giving support for those in
Universit to debate the Social greatest need, and too expensive,
Security Bill currently going in that "it does not take proper
account of costs that will be borne.
through Parliament.

by future generations." He
explained that the Government is
presently " in danger of wasting
resources and of making commitments it will just not be able to
meet."
Mr .Fletcher concluded by saying that although some see the
Bill, as an attack on the welfare
state, "I believe that the real
hundred in the George Square economics of the welfare state are
Theatre, four speakers presented not those with ideas of reform and
their party's view on the Bill. The change, but those who stand in the
debating panel, sponsored by the way of change."
Each of the other three speakOP.nMtmP.nt of Social Administration, included Alex Fletcher ers responded negatively to Mr
(Cons~rvative MP), John Maxton Fletcher's ten minute delivery,
(Labour MP), Stephen Maxwell starting with Mr Maxton, who
(Scottish National Party), and claimed that the reason why the .
Keith
Smith
(SOP/Liberal present social security system is
on the verge of collapse is because
Alliance).
Mr Fletcher spoke first in the Government has left three
Before a crowd of several

million people unemployed. He
also pointed out that more people
would lose benefits under the
new plan than woulO gain from it,
by a net total of 2,000,000.
Mr Maxwell of the SNP, followed , . putting forth their view
that "if the social security reform
had been half as radical as it is
claimed to be, then it would take
into account the scale of the pq,verty problem in Scotland. Instead,
some very vulner<tble groups will
suffer as a result of the reform."
Finally Dr Keith Smith, for the

photo by Tony Rdberts

KBU
elections
photo by Tony Rdberts

SOP/Liberal Alliance spoke , presenting an alternative to what he
labelled "unsatisfactory and•
unfair legislation." He called for
an integration of the tax and
benefit progress in Britain, which
he claimed the Government's
plan does not incorporate. He
said that the Alliance scheme
would therefore avoid creating a
"poverty trap", would eliminate
mere "distribution from the poor
to the poor," ahd would ensure
that benefits not be discretionary ,.
as they would be under the Government's new "social fund ."
Peter Blumberg

Freedom and fairness says.Brown
Last week the Labour Club
declared a 'Freedom and Fairness
Week' in protest against the
Fowler Review of the Social .Security S)'6tem.
The culmination of the week
was the presentation of a petition
with more than 1,800 signatures to
Michael Ancram, Conservative
MP for Edinburgh South , on Friday evening at his constituency
office in Newington. The petition
urged him to vote against the
Fowler
proposals.
Michael
Ancram said he would present the
petition to Parliament "if it was
technically in order".
Other events in the week
included a number of public meetings with local councillors, and a
sponsored 36-hour fast for the
Children's Holiday Venture.
One of the main speeches of the
week came from former Edin-

µhoto by Tony Roberts
burgh l.Jniversity student Rector
and EU Labour Club Chairman
Gordon Brown , who is now
Labour MP fOr Dunfermline
East.
"The Government is abandoning its commitment to social security, " Mr Brown said. The cuts
that it is proposing will not only
deprive students, but will also
greatly affect the rest of the community.
Some of the beneliits under
threat are the State Earnings

• continued from page 1
of sexist remarks, it is often hard
to quantify and may be interpreted differently by different
people. The paper says that
instances of sexual harassment are
rare in the University, however
when they do occur, they are distressing to all concerned. It is
often hard to distinguish between.
mere friendliness and unwanted
sexual overtures. To leave the
problem too late risks increasing
it. No one likes being accused of
sexual harassment but such a serious accusation tends to have conThe huge student rally in Loncrete founding. The paper advo- don last week has been described
cates dealing with the problem as by Phil Woolas, the President of
soon as it becomes one, and not to· the National Union of Students, as
let it develop into something more· ''fantastic'!. He hailed it as the
serious. It is clearly better to point biggest event in the union's 62out that certain attitudes or year history. It is estimated that
remarks are offensive and thus over 35,000 students turned out.
forstall
any
more serious
advances.
Edinburgh University sent one
The paper outlines what to do
busload of students, contrasting
in cases of harassment. It suggests
with Birmingham, who managed
collecting evidence and telling: to muster 1,500. Leeds Institute of
friends what is happening. It may .Science and Technology was
also be helpful to keep a diary.
apparently represented by an
Advice on these problems can be almost 100 per cent turnout.
found at the EUSA offics:s in the
Mandela Centre, where Faculty.
The two-mile long marching
Councils representatives and the ·column went from the GLC's
Welfare Convener, Cathy Pres- County Hall to Kensington Park,
land will give advice in confi- where a rally was held. On the
dence.
way a mock cheque for £45 million
Isabel Campbell was handed into the Department

Related
Pension
Scheme
(SERPS) , the death grant, child
bennefit. the maternity grant,
housing benefit , and supplementary benefit. Approximately a
third of Scotland's population is
now living on low incomes and the
pension of £38 a week is "grossly
insufficient, forcing pensioners to
beg and to borrow from the state
charity fund. We are now witnessing the creation of the greatest
poverty since the Second World
War." Mr Brown stressed the
need for a campaign to link all the
hard hit groups in society.
Criticism of the Tory government is not enough, he said.
Labour · must have pos1t1ve
policies for employment and welfare.
"People should have benefits as
of right. Labour will remove the
shame over
means-testing.".
Labour offer positive policies for
increasing the national ftlinimum
wage; thc!'disability allowance and
child benefits among other things.
We should be agai nst discrimination of any kind and allow equal

Apathy
over

opportunities for all. Worker
involvement in running companies should be increased.
Labour encourage to shift to community care, but say we must have
the resources to cope with this
such as sheltered houses, and
community centres. This is
another sphere which demands
.the creation of jobs.
Labour see the redistribution of
wealth as essential for any
economic revival: "Poverty is the
enemy to economic prosperity.
The future economy depends not .
on the greater wealth of the few ,
but on the spreading of wealth
amongst the many."
In Edinburgh in 1979, students
were predominantly voting Conservative. Mr Brown expressed
his concern over this. saying that
once students leave university as
Tories, it is difficult to recruit
them . It is vital to convince students that socialism will create
jobs: "The intellectual recovery in
universities will result in the
economic recovery of the country ."
Anne Marie Middleton

Thousands turn out for
London demo.
of Health and Social Security Leicester than 35 ,000 protesting
headqu~rters .
This represents in London , a standard of
what students will lose in benefits behaviour for political action is
next yJar if the reforms indicated· being dictated by the press."
in the Fowler Review go ahead.
Meanwhile, EUSA has outThe intention was to march to
Parliament, however, this plan lined their plans to continue!'
was stopped by police who action against higher education
blocked the path to the Waterloo, cuts. A third term demonstrationWestminster, Lambeth and Vau- has been approved in which it is
xhall bridges. It is illegal to hold a hoped NUS Scotland and Glasmarch within a mile of the Com- gow University will also take part
as well as paying some of the
mons when Parliament is sitting.
The media has been criticised costs. Tile demonstration would
for the lack of coverage of the involve an outdoor rally in Bristo
event. This was perhaps due to the Square with speakers followed by
fact that it was not violent: only six "a carnival type" procession .
Leaflets would also be distributed
arrests were made.
for the public outlining the case·
One student summed if up: against higher education and
"W\len a handful of students social security cuts.
receive more coverage for 'throwing eggs at a visiting politician in
Laura Kibby

After the apathy surrounding
the election of offi ce-bearers to
KB Union Committee , the
response for ordinary members
has provc;d no better. Standing
unopposed. the following students have been elected on to the
new committee.
Entert ainments - Tom Barker
(2nd year electrical engineer)·
.Freshers' Week -Steven Mould:
ing (3rd year mathematical physicist) ; Games - Andrew Si nclair
(!st year physicist); House _
Tessa Donovan (!st year pos1.
graduate chemist).
The two non-academic mem.
bers on the · present committee,
Ian Currie and John Irvine, from
Agriculture, have stood aga.in.
No one has stood for Sports
Convener but as two students
have been nominated for Publicity (Graham Heinson , a 3rd year ,
geophysicist, and Linda Macken·
zie, a I st year postgraduate
chemist) they may decide bet·
ween them whether to hold arr
election or to split the posts. The
;above will all take office from 1st
May.

NEWS
Lange visits
The John P. Mackintosh
Memorial Lecture is this year to
be delivered by Mr David Lange,
the Prime Minister of New Zealand. The lecture will be held in·
East Lothian on Monday 9th
June . Further details about the
lecture will be published nearer
the time.

South African
visit
Colin Whitmore , Professor of
Animal Production at Edinburgh
University , recently visited South
Africa. The trip was by invitation
of the South African Society of
Animal Science and Professor
Whitmore delivered a paper at the
conference venue . the University
of Stelleabosh.

Cash
EdinburghUniversity Library
has been awarded £20,800 by the
British Library to start work on
preserving the Laing Collection of
manuscripts •. The collectiou is of
''national ·and international
importance" and includes·corr~·
pondence with figures such as Sir
Walter Scott and Thomas Carlyle.
There are also manuscripts by
Robert Burns among others, as
well as documents signed by the
likes of George Washington.
Meanwhile, the library hSS
launched a Book of the Month
scheme to show of some of its more
valuable works. This moot~'~
choice is the 17th century btr
books of John Gould, which
include hand-coloured mustra·
tions and some artwork bY
Edward Lear.
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Devlin speaks on the box
Scottish Television cameras
arrived on campus at Edinburgh
last Wednesday in the process of
making a 30-minute documentary
about the effects of continuing government cutbacks within Scotland 's universities.
The Scotland Today report,
presented by Nick Radcliffe , will
be shown tomorrow evening (Friday) at 6.30 pm on STY, and will
focus
on
Edinburgh
and
Strathclyde
Universities.
Included in the half-hour special
are interviews with University
Principal Dr John Burnett, EUSA
President Mike Devlin, and a
cross-section of Edinburgh students.
spend in the bars, the EUSA PresMike Devlin explains in his
ident explains, in some detail ,
interview the full extent to which
academics an d students alike have · how false an impression can be
gained at the sight of one full
been hit by government cutbacks.
union bar. Edinburgh's unions , he
Answering an allegation that
says, are only usually full on Friimpoverished students always
days and Saturdays since most stuseem to have enough money to

whereas Edinburgh is old and·
traditional. It would be impossi-·
ble to cover all eight Scottish uni;ersities in a si ngle half-hour
1rogramme!"
A few hand-picked student
worthies were interviewed in the
snow outside Teviot. Amongst
those who spoke w.ere SRC Sci-.
ence Rep Lisa Kendall , Labour
Club. chairperson Paul Greatrix,
Freshers ' Week Director DavidCook, and first year Arts student
Gillian Adams .

Photo by David Yarrow
dents can only afford a social
drink once a week.
Programme presenter Nick
Radcliffe explained to Student
why Edinburgh and Strathclyde
had been chosen·. " Strathclyde is a
new and modern university.

l nterviewed first , Teviot Con-·
vener Elaine Preston expressed
"regret" at what she felt was an
inadequate level of grant. Successive student interviewees echoed
her concern about the high proportion of students who do not
receive their full parental contribution.
Devin Scobie

KBUScumbag
In accordance with their di;likc
for something called "democracy" , KBU have decided to cancel their elections. Rumour has it
that thi~ is the start of a totalitarian regime , with Marion McKie
ilaving the distinction of being the
first KBU dictator. Another addition to the "Gang of Three " is the
power-crazy Moray s.C.umbag
Grant. who after being beaten out
of sigh t in the RC elections stood
for Honorary Secretary. With the
delightful pro pect of handling all
KB catering next year, Grant may
well me the first rat to join a sinking ship.

RCPFix It
The execrable Revolutionary
Communists sunk to new depth'
last week by altering their GM
motion after it had been ;igncd by
the necessary 100 people . Their
alteration was to add the ;ection
to mandate EUSA to purchase
100 copies of one of their propaganda pamphlets. which was the
clause that all the oppm.ers at the
GM attacked. RCP sex symbol
Fiona Ryan stated that the addi tion was made to make the motion
more effective. but it seems rather
strange that an organisation which
accuses "The Establishment" of
using manipulative tactics to mislead society itself uses manipulation to get its point across.

Embryo debate Irish triumph
King's Inn , Dublin , represented by Dermot Horgan and
Damien Crawford, emerged victorious to win the coveted
Observer Mace in a closely contested final debate held in Teviot
Row Union's Debating Hall last
Thursday night.
The Dublin pair ably outspoke
two teams from Glasgow University as well as a team from Oxford
Union in the prestigious competition for which there had been 106
entries.
Oxford's Jan Morley opened
the controversial matric-card only
debate on the motion that "This
House would ban all experimentation on Human Embryos". He
outlined the essentially moral and
philosophical stance of the proposition , that "every innocent
human has the right not to be killed ".

MACE
His colleague, Michael Hall,
continued the proposition's line
that no moral difference existed
between a human being as h.u man
embryo one minute or one month
before birth and one minute or
one month after birth.

"Life is not sancrosanct"
Kerry Flynn, rated fourth in
this year's World's Debating
Championships and the only
female speaker in the final ,
attacked
the
proposition' s
"naive" and " narrow" definition
of.embryonic research. Her Glasgow teammate, John Daly, elucidated the opposition argument
that actual foetal life only began
when the two hemispheres of the
.brain merged.
The second Glasgow team ,
headed by Martin Millar, supported by Kevin Sneeder, spo\<.e
in proposition and stressed again
that" .. .. humanity is Inherent in
every cell".

The often heated and highly
emotive debate swung forcefully
from the proposition·s attack on
the opposition as immorally
utilitarian , to their retaliatory
accusation of the proposition as
merely "running for moral

cover".

,

"Humanity is inherent in
every soul"
Dermot Horgan on the winning
Dublin side agreed that controls
on experiments were needed but
that this debate heralded yet
anothe.r "chapter in the ongoing
saga of tension in society between
moralists and scientists". In an
excellent summing-up for the
opposition, Damien Crawford
soundly conlcuded that "the medical men are motivated only by the
desire to benefit man " . Winner of
.the
World's
Cahmpionships
Crawford with inimitable style
conceded that there were no absolutes in life, that "life is not sacrosanct" and instead won great
personal applause in his appeal
for "pragmatism of control and
not .prohibition ...
However , the motton, when
opened to the house , was eventually carried Oil the cast.ing vote of
the Speaker of the House, Mark
Malcolmson , chairman of the
British Isles Debating Association, which had orga nised this
year's tournament.
The distinguished judges panel
includirig Lord Cameron. Lord
Advocate of Scotland; the Rt.
Hon . John Smith, QC, MP ;
Margo MacDonald, radio ne.ws
editor and former Scottrsh
Nationalist MP; Neil MacCormick , Professor of Public Law at
Edinburgh University ; and Kenneth Harris, of the Observer.
Announcing the panel's decision Lord Cameron applauded
the '"extremely high .q uality" of
debate, as demonstrated by the
"close finish" of the houses's vote.
A separate prize of a bottle of
port for best floor speech was presented to Glasgow University's
Hugll Meehan on ?ehalf of EU
Debating Society.
Jane Kelly

Bottoms Up
Angus Graham, Giles Redpath and Robert Kidd display their
reward for winning the Lloyd's Bank Scotland and Ireland
Business Championship last month. They will represent
Scotland in the national championships later this year.
Meanwhile, Angus and Giles are heavily involved in the
evolution of 'Student Enterprise', a new University body that
already boasts the patronage of Sir Terence Beckett.

Blood pressure test
volunteers -sought
Edinburgh
University's
Department of Clinical Pharmacology has appealed for volunteers to help in a new study of
hypertension and high blood pressure.
They
are
especially
interested in studying West African students, as they may hold the
key to some of the causes. and
also possible cures , of these problems.
Tlie study is part of a theory put
forward by Professor Lee of the
Pharmacology Department. He
has pointed out that one bf the
groups with a high incidence of
dangerous blood pressure levels
are · West Africans now living
European and American lifestyles.
In the USA , the American
black faces a far greater risk of
developing high blood pressure
than either the white American or
the black still living in West
Africa. Death and illness through
high blood pressure may be
another long term crime we can
attribute to the displacements of
the slave trade.
Hypertension is often lin~ed
with diet - especially air salt
intake.

Salt has become an
increasing part of the Western
diet. mainly due to low cost and
new food processes. ·It is difficult
to avoid anJ once high blood pressure is established . reducing salt is
not a cure.
Salt in the body is regulated by
a chemical produced in the kidney called dopamine. Lack of
dopamine cou ld be a warning of
high blod pressure later in life .
The researcher conducting the
es ts into this . Dr Julian Critchley.
;ays that a study of African students would produce more conclusive results .
If dopamine is an important
determining factor in high blood
pressure the benefits from
research would be two fold.
Firstly. advice could be given to
people before problems develop .
and secondly new drugs could be
developed to control the conditions.
Volunteers who would like to be
screened for salt sensitivity can
contact wither Prof. lee 229 2477
ext. 2328 or Dr. Critchley 229 2477
ext. 2599.
Lorraine Telford

EUSA·s own rather low-key
advertising campaign for the last
GM centred around a poster in
the form of the front page of a
newspaper entitled ··The Sin".
advertising the News International motion. There are no prizts
for guessing the derivation of the
title. but the drawing of a naked
posterior on it might have caused
some eyebrows to be raised. (And
if you·re that way inclined some
other part of your anatomy too .)
It has been revealed that just
before the poster went to press.
Robbie Foy made several phone
calls in a desperate attempt to get
someone to lend their behind for a
genuine photograph . One wonders why he bothered . as in the
very same building was the biggest
arsehole in the University. Donald
Pollock.
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Guaranteed to Prospects Cool response
Improve over Rangers
offend·

Question: What's brown and
smells of pine?
Answer: A turd in a Radox
bath.
This is one of the classic,
unforgettable jokes to be found in
this year's Rag Mag. I bet you
can't wait to hear the rest! Well,
you won't have to wait long before
you too can experience "hours of
endless funs", to quote Conall
Morrison, editor ofESCAMO '86,
for the bargainprice of thirty
pence.
This year's offering appears to
concentrate on jokes of the turd
and fart variety in relation to the
everyday things of life, such as
worms. Here's a gem for you:
How do you tell one end of a
worm from the other? Put it in a

Civil . engineers seem to be
po·pular too; tell your friends the
one about a civil engineer's foreplay . ...
There are lots of cartoons and
pictures, (for all illiterate science
students) and a page of commentary one-liners which includes the
classic remark from BBC Cricket:
"The bowler's Holding , the
batsman's Willey." Rather more
ruefully Mr Morrison gives us a
quick run-down on this year's Rag
Week events which start on Saturday 19th April with the fete
and includes a sponsored bed
push and a half-marathon.

Unemployment levels for Edinburgh graduates have fallen for
the third year in succession,
according to figures released this
week.
The number of graduates still
looking for jobs or postgraduate
courses in December 1985 was
140, or 7.2 per cent, which compares with 170 (or 8.4 per cent) in
1984.
The Director of the University's Careers Service, Mr Alan
Bassett, described the figures as
"encouraging" and feels the prospect for those graduating in 1986
"will be even better - provided
All proceeds from the sales of people are adequately prepared
the Rag Mag will go to worthwhile for the posts on offer".
Just over half of last year's
causes, including local charities
graduates were in full-time
employment in the UK by the end
of the year, with most of the
others studying for a higher
degree (10 per cent) or started on
a vocational course (20 per cent).
The number of people apparently
not looking for a job declined
from 5 per cent in 1984 to 4 per
cent in 1985.
All these figures , and many
more besides, can be found in the
Careers
and
Appointments
Advisory Service booklet Beyond
Graduation, the annual survey of
who is doing what six months after
graduation, which was published
this week.
Apart from highlighting
different trends, the guide turns
the spotlight on postgraduates
from four different degree
courses, with some interesting
results. For instance, one Honours French graduate has found a
job teaching English in Peru,
while a former Biological Science
student has become a personnel
officer in the oil industry.
What the figures do not reveal
is whether people are doing jobs
they aimed for while at university
or have settled for something else.
There is also the fact that details
bowl of flour and wait until it like the Leith Group , who provide
were unavailable for nearly 10 per
farts. Funny. eh?
support, advice and counselling toJ cent of those who graduated last
If, however , your taste is more people affected by drugs . and the
summer and this may conceal
suited to "faggots, wops, yids and Wester Hailes Parent Support
additional unemployment.
cripples ·· (quotes Mr Morrison )
Group. Contributions will also be
Michael Moore
then you won't be disappointed
made to national organisations
either. To be fair , the editor does hke Dr Barnardo's and Arthritis
include a page of anti-Irish jokes
and Rheumatism Research.
which is very noble of him as he is
Prue Jeffreys
himself an Irishman.

New Horizons
The Edinburgh Travel Centre
News is now available, free,
throughout the unions. Its purpose·
is ostensibly to inform people
about EUSACO (EUSA's travel
company) and to promote the wide
range of holidays available from
its three travel centres.
The title is somewhat misleading since only the front of the
paper's 32 pages is specifically
devoted to EUSACO. The rest of
the paper is put together by a firm
called Travelseope, and ·i!i a mixture of advertissements and articles of various quality on various

Bones
shock

"Skullduggery ," yelled The
Star, while The Sun , for once discarding its customary brevity,
destinations of prospective interest stated, "Dog Makes A Meal Out
to holiday-goers. Therefore there Of Helen 's Skeleton!".
. Poor Helen, one might have
seems to be no facility for students
to get involved in the production of thought , the mental picture being
the paper.
quite horrific!
EUSACO promotions manager
What had happened , however,
Lesley McCallum was surprisingly was that Jenny, the dog of Helen
- reticent about the new promotion, Blacoe, a medical student from
which is costing £300 for a print of Lancashire , had got to know
3,000 copies, and stated that "Oscar'', Helen 's human skeleton
further issues would depend on the which she had used for anatomical
interest generated, while taking studies - intimately! The collie
into account the tight budget avail- had taken a fancy to some of the
skeleton's bones. Helen's mother
able.
there were
Peter Carroll · told Student: ''. .
bones scattered all over the place.
Jenny had gnawed them and
chewed bits off."
Pure sensationalism, The Sun
or Star might have commented,
for according to The Star there
was "almost nothing left" while
The Sun claimed that only "the
skull and badly chewed spare ribs

ALTERNATIVE PROSPECTUS
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remained" .

Helen now has "a .bone to pick
with her pet dog" , while not minding "a ribbing about Jenny's
bones".
Michael Biirgermeister

Scottish football clubs have
unanimously cold-shouldered the
controversial challenge made by
Edinburgh University Students'
Association against the sectarian
signing policy by Glasgow Rangers
FC.
In all a total of eight senior
clubs have so far responded to letters petitioning their support. The
replies varied from indignation
and surprise expressed by Wallace
Mercer of Hearts to measured
coolness from the Aberdeen
board of directors. The hard-pressed secretary of lowly Dumbarton
FC, i,n a hand-written reply, made
it clear in no uncertain terms that
he had more than enough trouble
"trying to run the affairs of Dumbarton" to worry about how Rangers organised their set-up.
The response from Heart of
Midlothian FC was most damning
- suggesting students ought to
turn their attention to wider issues
and not become involved in a "a
social discussion that is more
applicable to Glasgow". However, there was support from
Hugh Brown , a Glasgow Labour
MP, who thought the general sentiments of the original motion

Hearts Chairman Wallace Mercer

Photo by Phil RO$e.
were "laudable" and declared
himself against all forms of discrimination.
Besides such generalised backing, the positive response that
David Duncan (the original proposer of the Rangers motion) had
been optimistic about receiving,
so far that has failed to
materialise. Indeed amongst the
top clubs who have replied there
has been no enthusiasm expressed
whatsoever for the motion, least
of all by poor old Dumbarton.
Ross Pa rsons

SA produce
in KB shop
The general store in KB Centre
has been found to be stocking
South African goods, despite the
policies of both KB Union and
E!JSA not to sell such products.
The owner, Menzies Reid,
has not yet replied to a letter from
the Science Students Council
requesting that he stops stocking
SA goods, nor was he particularly
helpful to a SSC member who discussed the matter with him.
However, as of this week, he
did say that he had a personal policy of not buying South African
produce and this Monday morning refused to buy plums and
grapes specifically because they
were from South Africa. He did
point out though, that fruit tends

to be repackaged to such an extent
that its place of origin is not
always apparent.
At the moment the only SA
goods in the shop are John West
and
Sterling
tin ned
fruit (peaches, pears, apricots and
fruit cocktails). Mr Reid has said
that once these cans are sold he
will not be stocking them again.
In the event that the shop continues to sell South African goods
without providing any alte rnatives then action will be taken by
the Anti-Apartheid Society, the
SSC and KB Union. This is likely
to include wide-spread publicity
and distributing leaflets.
Margaret Allan

SMALL ADS
Biology student from the University of Bath seeks accommodation
in Edinburgh for duration of work
placement, approx. dates AprilSeptember. Phone Joanna 667
6449 if you can help.

Lifted wanted. Are you goi ng
to London (or better still Brighton
area) on March 21st or 22nd .
Goata spare seat? I'll pay share of
petrol and bring sweeties. Contact
David 229 8406.

Three female students require flat/
roioms urgently as early as possible over the summer to end of
September whilst on work experience. Phone 667 8538.

Alternative Prospectus is still
looking for critiques. Don 't delay
- write one today.

Wanted: two people to fill two
single rooms in a five person student flat from June '86. Final year
students preferred. Tel 668 1691.
National Trust for Scotland
Conservation Workcamps for
Easter. Vacancies exist on camps
at Killiecrankie, Perthshire (21-28
March) and Crathes Castle, Kincardineshire (4-11 April). Cost'
only £12 per camp. Free transport
from Edinburgh may be available.
Further details from Thistle
Camps, NTS , 5 Charlotte Square,'
Edinburgh EH2 4DU.

Wanted- people with beards (or
people who know people with
beards) who are willing to shave
off half of their beard with people
pledging money to see them do it
(all proceeds to ESCA).
Contact Hamish at ESCA 225
4061 (office hours).
Doesn't all this snow make you
want to ski?
.
On!,}' a few places left on the Ski
Club trip to Switzerland at Easter:
Transport, accommodation, ski
pass and insurance all included in
the finalcost of only £324. Contact
Chris mcGourlay 668 2874 . if
interested. Don 't be satisiied with
watching ski Sunday!

Perils of Pauline's inaccuracy

Established in 1887

Published by EUSPB

Homeward bound for good
Most of us are looking forward to the Easter holidays, whether we'll be spending those holidays at
home, on holiday, or back in the flat in Edinburgh.
The last alternative in particular is becoming a luxury we may not be able to afford for much longer,
since under the terms of the Fowler Review, all
chance to claim housing and supplementary benefit
during the short vacations will be removed.
But there's even more to the White Paper than
that. True, grants are going up - but an increase
o2% per year represents, according to figures produced by NUS (Scotland), an average loss to students
of £10 per week since 1979. Along with other student
organisations, EUSA has undertaken both national
and local action against the social security cutbacks.
This is not enough. It is not us, in many cases, who
must foot the bill: it is our parents. However tedious
we may find the perpetual reports of student action
in the media, and however ineffective we may consider it to be, it is crucial to the future of Higher Education that we do not give up. At home for the holidays we can write to our MPs and - more importantly - persuade our parents to do the same. What
is at stake is not only our education but the education
- or otherwise - of those who come after us. It is
not true to say, as some people certainly will say, that
we've never had it so good .... only that unless we
act NOW we may never have it good again.

Dear Student,
How honest it was of Pauline
Davidson to admit in your letters
page last week that she may be a
moron. It is probably also correct,
as she wrote, that she is not the
only one - I know dozens of
others who should have known
better yet couldn 't be bothered to
lift their humble paws in EUSA's
Education Campaign this term. (I
stand to be corrected on that one
if necessary.)
But the object of this letter is
not to focus any retrospective
attack on the Pauline Davidsons
of this university. Rather, I think
it necessary, after a gap of correspondence with this page, to put
events this term into some
perspective.
From the outset the odds were
stacked against the Students'
Association readily succeeding to
make a momentous impact of any
sort (as it did last year) after the
announcement of cuts averaging
£500 per student next year. There
were three main reasons for this:
one, the timing of the announcements ensured a four-week .. cool-
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I hope that Pauline Davidson
will still have some energy left
after the ··councless week> of
action and day of protest" she
complimented(?) u on to join in.
Keep faith.

Robbie Foy,
EUSA Secretary.

KBU

Dear Editor ,
What an amazing paper Student morally acceptable Friends of
is! Graphics, layout, photography Palestine. Skipping forward to
- all excellent. Quite often there the fifth motion (on Aids) we see
are interesting features too; the that the opposition, coming from
article on Scottish religious dis- (the utterly yummy) Claire McLincrimination was very interesting. tock and the Labour Club, is again
What a pity the whole thing is let recorded.
But what about the third and
down by a truly appalling standard of reporting.
fourth motions? There is not so
Last term's effort on the RCP vs much as a single word on the
FCS debate was very bad and full (rather good) speeches by Alick
of inaccuracies; but, closer to McWhirter, on the Scottish
home. what about last week's Assembly, and Douglas Munro,
report on the General Meeting? on banning News International
Why is there no mention of the from Union Shops regardless of
opposition speeches to motions 3 the wishes of its buyers (for that is
and 4? I move to suggest that it is what the debate was about. not
because the direct negatives came about the .. Murdoch dispute ... as
from the Conservatives. In the your sub-headline called it last
appraisal of the first motion the week). Neither of these two was
opposer is mentioned becaue he speaking on behalf of the FCS but
was from the RCP: nutty but nice. most thought they were (someone
The seconder of the negative. from the Labour Club referred to
John Wilheim, does not get a their company as the .. FCS delemention. Move onto the second gation"); is it merely a coincimotion and -we see that the nega- dence that Student declined to
tive to the (amended) motion is report their speeches?
Yours.
discussed at length. This is not
The "Caring Tory"
surprising; she came from the

support
rejected

Editor

over 1,200 letters written to MP~;
w elobbied MPs: "c cook the
General Meeting out to Pollod.
Halls; we petitioned: we rallied
and demonstrated on the 19th and
20th of February (and again on
the 26th in London) with US:
and now we're asking studenu, to
join in the March for Education
this Friday. (Quick plug - meet
at I AS pm under the dome .)
Furthermore. there is a big event
currently being planned for next
term.
And the message that myself
and my colleagues will continue to
press home for the remaining four
months - we're not gone yet:
screw your elections! - is that we
muse persist and fight cuts in social
security and education.

Student reporting slammed

RCP

48, The Pleasance, Edinburgh EH8 9TJ
Tel. 031 5581117 Ext. 0, 8, or 9

ing-off' period during the Christmas vacation; two, information
was released from the DHSS and
the DES in a very piecemeal fashion; and three, because the main
bulk of cuts were pulled out of
Norman Fowler's hat along with
many other sick jokesdc5tined for
the already worse-off in society.
In the face of it there was no
way that we could expect to
mobilise a couple of thousand students at the snap of a finger in !he
first week. But the Education
Campaign this term did steadily
build into one of the most active
and
hard-fought
campaigns
EUSA has led. Sadly, perhaps,
we still had to spend so much of
our effort convincing Edinburgh
University students of the fact
that their education system was
being dismantled.
Almost everything in the books
was done this term. We held open
campaign meetings; we positively
supported the A UT strike; we
defended
student
unionism
alongside other Scottish university SAs; we informed through
cdesks and public meetings; we g~t

Dear Student,
I am writing on behalf of EU
Friends of Palestine to publicly
apologise for allowing a member
of the Revolutionary Communist
Party to speak on our behalf during the debate on the ame ndment
to our motion submitted to the
GM. Let's make one thing clear; we
dtd not the know the person who
spoke was from the RCP (the
RCP was refused a platform by
the NUS, the GM was informed.
for holding anti-semitic views
EU Friends of Palestine stands
against Zionism which is a racist
polictical ideology (UN_ Resolution No. 3379 "determines that
Zionism is a form of racism and
racial discrimination'm) . EU
Friends of Palestine is against
racism of all kinds. It is certainly
not anti-Jewish or anti-semetic
and will have nothing to do with·
any person or organisation holding anti-semetic views. Thts ts for
the record.
Yours faithfully,
Nada El-Yassir

oflicebearers
Dear Editor.
Here they go again - tho5e
self-righteous
people
who
denounce science students as
apathetic because all the new
office-bearers of KB U were
returned unopposed; has it not
occurred to Margaret Allan that
the reason for this might be
because those positions are very
demanding and call for a great
amount of dedicated work. especially the role of President.
we·ve heard of sexism - must
we now put up with .. subjectism ...
as some seem to think that what
people study indicates that their
political interests. Just look at
how
successfully
scientists
answered the minibus survey. 11·s
bad enough being stuck down at
KB. divorced from the University
social life of George Square. so
give us a break ... please?
Yours fed up.
M. C. Grant

Yanks not so bad
Dear Swde111,
Just now rm seated in the library cafeteria. My intents were for
a coffee and a bit of the Student.
But as I was reading. an incessant
usage of the adjective American
in a very derogatory cone made
me aware of a conversation
immediately to my left. Even now
a Scot is asserti ng chat. .. No one
likes Americans ... It reminds me
of a comment made this morning
by an English girl who denounced
Scotland as a country full of wallies. It"s rather discouraging to
realise that as soon as an accent is
discerned. an associated personality is automatically assumed. I
admit that societal values proba-

bly do influence certain ethnic
characteristics in general. but
these can only be superficial.
They cannot alter a person·s
basic. innate attributes. And.
more importantly. each individual
is unique in his own combination
of intrinsic qualities. despite a
paucity of common traits adopted
from the national environts
involved. I don·t chink you can
fully know a person until you see
beneath his surface appearance.
and once that has been achieved.
stereotypes lose their validity.
Thus. shouldn ·t we judge one
another as Edinburgh University
students rather than nationalities?
Valerie Walker

B~~~&
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Music

Cakk!

THE BIG SHOW
Assembly Rooms

This was a good idea, and
it's a shame that the acts
involved didn't really live up
to ttiat idea. The whole thing
was composed by the Merry
Mac Fun Show and although
I'd heard most of their material before (Scottish Cheddar
etc) they were still the funniest thing about the evening.
One most peculiar thing
about the evening was the
Brighton Bottle Orchestra. Not
surprisingly they came from
Brighton and played tunes by
blowing bottles.·

On the wrong Cbakk.

CHAKK
Hoochie Coochie Club

The Hooch was heaving on.
Friday night. The atmosphere was dark, sweaty and
hot - indeed, all the necessary elements for an evening
of pounding funk, and
funksters had turned · out in
their draves to witness some
serious Sheffield rhythms.
Tough for them , then. Yet
again expectations were defeated,
and even the freshest and most
appreciative of music critics must
have been sent home somewhat
tired and cynical. Chakk were
musically turgid. Many of you
may have been impressed by their
Tube-produced video which had
"all the tension and excitement of
the last ten minutes of Psycho "
according to Paula rates. Well ,

Photo: John Lindsay
don't hold your breath , because
on stage they don 't have the tension and excitement of a Thomas
the Tank Engine plot.
Chakk are a pale shadow of
their funk peers A Certain Ratio
(both bands originate in Sheffield,
incidentally). Their single Out
Of The Flesh just went on for too
long, accompanied by snoTing and
groans of musical fatigue from the
back. Most of the tracks were
indistinguishable over the droning
backing tapes - six white boys
play funk for a nation! I didn't go
to Chakk expecting originality or
innovation, but they were worse
than repetitive. A couple of lines
from Cut The Dust sums up my
feelings.
"Release the heat
And let me breathe again. "
I couldn't wait to get out of the
place.
Suzanne Doran

The Wang Doodle Four (I think
that was their name) were an
enthusiastic group of young
people but didn't really have any
decent material.
But
these " Four Stupid Boys" (the
joke was one of them wasn't a boy
at all!) did seem dedicated at
least.
Theatre Internation al, a transvestite fire-eating trio, had a
direct, confrontational way of
dealing with hecklers - one poor
man was pulled up on stage, stopped to his boxer shorts and left
standing there . He responded
(and accordingly looked less of a
div) by starting to fire-eat himself.

I got the feeling that Volunteer
Slavery were in the wrong place.
They're not the kind of group that
suit a ten-minute spot in a cabaret.
Nevertheless they were brilliant,
and . refreshing after so much
strained comedy. It was a pity that
they could only play for such a
short time, especially considering
that we had to put up with the
Wildcat band later. They were so
middle-of-the-road that I don 't
know what (think up your own
wanky metaphor). The only catch
was that they understandabhy had
politically sound lyrics to their
songs but for me that didn't
redeem the .pheomenally banal
music.

Photo: Nick Hunt

T.he real successes of the evening . (judging by the rip-roaring
audience reaction) were Victor
and Barry. I couldn't really understand t_his at all. They were really
JUSt Hmge and Brackett without
the dresses and with camped-up
Kelvms1de accents (their playing
upon homosexual stereotypes
was, in fact, mildly offensive).
Their humour relied on singing
well-known songs replacing placenames with Scottish ones ( eg Cry
me the Kelvin, Lower largo
Triangle)) in those accents. Somehow though , they whipped up a
real frenzy (well .. . ) in the audience who couldn't get enough of
them. Still , a good night.
Hamish Arnott

Hullahva Band

0

Five Alive
Channel 5 is the first video studio to open in Edinburgh.
Suzanne Doran went to the opening to grill the man at the controls, Paul Blyth.
tatioon and question time in the new
studio on Tuesday morning is that
Press Launch
. simple audio cassettes are now passe
"We get thousands and for attractin~ A&R me? (that's the
people who sign bands, 1.e. the most
t~ousands of cassettes, bu~ one , important folk). Apparently, they
video tape makes all the differ- could build the Channel Tunnel
ence." So speaks Muriel Gray, from audio cassettes which never
referring to young hopefuls for get listened to, whereas record coman appearance on that celeb- panies will always welcome videos,
anbd, more importantly, pay attention to them.
Paul Blyth offers a unique service
at Channel 5 for making pop videos
for about £150-£200. That's less
than most demo tapes ~ost, and
you're getting a much more valuable commodity. An added bonus
for Scottish groups is that they don't
have to scuttle off to London to
worm their way into the music biz
- 1hey can get their video made
here and send it to record comrated platform to fame, The panies. Aha's video for Take On Me
cost £100,000 - Paul Blyth can
Tube.
make one for one hundredth of that
Muriel, along with other guests price. Channel 5 also makes infrom the world of pop, had been house advertising features, industinvited to the official opening of rial training programmes, and
Channel S's new video studio run by abstract visual videos for us in
Paul Blyth and Nigel Robertson. nightclubs. Altogether an impresPaul Blyth is the man who sive and innovative way of ' 'making
pioneered the hugely sua:esd'ul use video a medium accessible to anyofvideosinglesbackin 1981 with his one".
Suzanne Doran
band Stnitz (later The Laughing
Academy). Paul's dedication to the
mcre.;ingly televisual world of pop Bands interested in making a
video can contact Paul at 54
music has developed along with his
technical facilities. What transpired Shandwick Place, West End.
from the stimulating video presen- The telephone no. is 226 2915.

The Status Quo OAP fan club wig out:

CHANNELS

Echo and the Hullahmen

KITSCH AND THE
NIGHTSET
Potterrow
His past attempts at success
with Tell me a Colour, Teenage
Dog Orgy and Kitsch and the

Kitsch # 1 were fab ! Therefore 1
was awaiting their set with an
open mind - and what a strange
set it was. They have managed to
merge elements from Tell Me a
Colour. The Fairycakes and The
Kitsch Popes to create a sound
which is quite refreshing in these
days of Sigue Sigue Shitnik.
What does the Moon Say
!showed Hullah at his lyrical best
strong guitar riff to complement
him wonderfully. Sarah Says was
possibly the weak link in the chain
of songs , but it was followed by
Art School Dance (th e Bunneymen to a tee) whi ch should
have got people dancing had they
not been so apathetic.
The set ended with an apparently untitled song which was one
of the most original tracks i've
heard in a long time. But no, this
wasn 't the end - the band rolled
on into three impromptu sk iffle
covers which proved that the band·
have retained their sense of
humour from past days .
Kitsch and the Nightset a ren 't
perfect , but their performanc_e
Photo: Nick Hunt
would be difficult for me to cnt1cise. I think the cynicism in HulNightset, were all dogged with the lah 's lyrics holds the key to thelf
future:
label "Paul Hullah 's band''. At
" You buy a G_uitar
last here's something different.
And sing like Lou Reed
I never know what to expect
And everyone says
when Messrs. Hullah and March
You sound like the Bunnymen ..
set out on a new venture. The
Ian Stewart
Disco Popes were awful while

Festival Preview
The Edinburgh Folk Festival is back with a proverbial
vengeance this year. Its headquarters are in Teviot Row
House, or officially the Alloa
· Brewery Folk Festival Club;
so for all you students who
.masochistically confine yourself to the academic environs,
Teviot Union will be jiving
with action for most of the
Easter period.
From Friday 28th March until

Sunday 6th April, there will be
hundreds of events happening in
the Festival C lub, and also in outlying areas like Wester Hailes.
There are concerts (including well
known and new folk bands) ,
workshops, lectures , exhibitions
and a particularly interesting
event is the play taking place in
the George Square Theatre on
Sunday 30th March . It's called
Viqorian Values and represents
the merging of forces between the
7:84 Theatre Company Scotland

and Springwell House -: it's a
community project orgamsed f>y
the Edinburgh District Council.
The Festival Club is open frorn
9.00 am to 3.00 pm each day, but,
after 7.30 pm , members _ only
allowed access to all the tac11tt1es.
Membership for the whole ten day
festival is £10 , but it can also ~e
purchased daily for £1 or £1.5 j
Well worth this nominal sum ,
should think, for the wide intern~
tional range of performers fro
Paisley to Russia.
n
S:uzanne nora

It's a Fix
BAND
1
2

3
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MALE SINGER

DIRE STRAITS
Teenage Dog Orgy
Jesus and Mary Chain
The Cult
Microdisney
The Smiths
Talking Heads

1
2
3=
3=
3=
3=

1

3
4

Grace Jones
Annie Lennox
Kate Bush

s

I
2
3
4
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TEENAGE DOG ORGY
Blues 'n' Trouble
Shop Assistants
Arthur Two-Stroke and the Chart Commandoes
We Free Kings

THEPOGUES
Teenage Dog Orgy
Dire Straits
LiveAid
Simple Minds

1
2=
2=
2=
S

SINGLE

DJ

1= If'ITOTHEGROOVE-MADONNA
1= WINDOFCHANGE-ROBERTWYATT AND THE

MOST WONDERFUL

MOST HORRIBLE

PERSON

PERSON

1

BOBGELDOF
Dr Aidan Day
Madonna
Alastair Dalton
Derek Hatton

MALE SEX SYMBOL

1
2
3
4=
4=

1
2

3
4=
4=

SW APO SINGERS
Bringing On The Dancing Horses- Echo and the Bunny men
Flag Day- The Housemartins
Money For Nothing-Dire Straits

2=
2=
4=
4=

PAULHULLAH
David Clark
Man in 501 Jeans Adverts
Sting
Marc KnopOer

r
r

1
2
3
4=
4=

I
2
3
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4=

FEMALE SEX SYMBOL

1

MADONNA
Margaret Findlay
Kate Bush
Alastair Dalton
Samantha Fox
Nastassja Kinski

JOHN PEEL
Steve Wright
Colin Somverville
Janice Long
Anne Nightingale

TURD

MARGARET THATCHER
Madonna
Norman Fowler
Leon Brittan
Sir Keith Joseph

2
3=
3=
3=
3=

that

PSYCHO CANDY-JESUS AND MARY CHAIN
BrothersinArms-DireStraits
LikeA Virgin-Madonna
LowLife-NewOrder
Once Upon A Time-Simple Minds

T his poll is totally legal, decent, honest and truthful. Many pWple might be hesitant to
accept these results a~ face value, preferring to think that we on the music pages would dare
to alter them and actively advocate favouritism. Not so! Blood and guts flew when we were
confronted by angr~ news te~m members who wanted to knock Dire Straits from the top spot
and rep!ace them with Scrapmg Foetus offJohn Peel's Toenail. But loyal defenders of justice
to the bitter end, we would not be moved by any 'alternative', 'trendy' or 'modern' fetishes.
So there they stay. Yes, it's a fix. But not by us - you are guilty.
· ! hanks for .voting, all seventeen thousand of you (especially the 16,997 who are certified
bram dead, mcapable, mentally deficient, and Mark Knopfler.

3=
3=
3=

)>

LP _

LIVE ACT

1

I= ELIZABETH FRAZER
I= MADONNA

biggest Jazz promoters) promoting concerts at the Queen's
Hall. During these five years they have presented some or the
greats or jazz: The Modern Jazz Quartet, the Art Ensemble of
Chicago, Gil Scott-Heron, Jan Garbarek, as well as presenting
much of the better local talent. Despite occasional problems
they continue to provide a superb programme (this month's
including Scotland's best jazz singer Carol Kidd, and finishing
with the legendary Art Blakey and the Jazz Messengers), and
show every sign of continuing to do so. The fifth anniversary
concert features Wild Bill Davison, now 80, who was one of the
original jazz trumpeters. But here James Jazz waxes lyrical
about last week's offering.
·

LOCAL ACT

HALF MAN HALF BISCUIT
Fine Young Cannibals
The Housemartins
Hipsway
Teenage Dog Orgy

2
3
4=
4=

FEMALE SINGER

TOMWAITS
Bryan Ferry
PhilCollins
Paul Hullah
Morrissey
Jimi Somerville

NEW ACT

2=
2=
4=
4=

.T~is w~k sees the fifth anniversary or Platform (Scotland 's

DEVIN SCOBIE
Alastair Dalton
Alex Sibbald
Keith Cameron
Robbie Foy
Feargal Sharkey

BISCUIT

1
2
3
4

s

HOBNOBS
Tunnock's Caramel Wafer
Half Man Half Biscuit
Jacob's Club
Plain Chocolate Digestive

~

N
N
"Who you calling a waiter?"
ELSONDIDO
DELONDRES
Queen 's Hall
I knew something special
was in the air when I had to
queue up for my free seat at
the Queen's Hall. More disturbing still, they all seemed
hell bent on enjoying themselves. Is this jazz? No, salsa!
Being held up at the door
meant that I had to forego my second pint before the concert. So I
was actually able to focus on the
nine Hawaii 5-0 rejects modelling
the latest from the discount racks
of Top Man who stormed on
stage. Unfortunately. if you' re
expecting me to air my formidable
' knowledge of a plethora of musi, cal forms. you're sadly wrong.
What I know about salsa music ·
could be written on the front of a
postage stamp. and still leave
room for a nice picture of the
Queen .
Since the frontman was completely incomprehensible. and all
the songs were in Spanish I
couldn't make out what any of
them wt.re actually called. It
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doesn't really matter anyway .
since most of them sounded pretty
much the same. excellent as they
were. The fron1man cleverly performed a political satire by
stereotyping the typical Spanish
waiter: clad in light trousers . chatting up the girls in the front row
etc. but he sang bloody well; like a
goatherd coming down from the
foothills celebrating the new
dawn .
Like peasants celebrating the
harvest. the atJdience danced .
sang and drank liberally. Even
this reviewer picked up the Bacchic frenzy of it all. (So I coullln .,
take any notes and that's why this
review is so bad.) From the second song people danced and the
threat of the typical Queen ·s Hall
pretentiousness dissolved. The
band were so good that the audience demanded. and eventually
received. an encore after the
house lights went up. Definitely
the gig of 1986 so far . As men tioned e:irlier. watch ou1 for Carol
Kidd on the 14th (the only way to
end the term) and if you're here
over Easter don't miss the· legendary Art Blakey.
James Jazz

l Pulse·Pulse-Pulse·Pulse·Pulse-Pulse I
So it's the end of term and
you've still got three essays to
do but wait, things aren't so
bad after all as the gorgeous
people down at Potterrow
have lined up an end of term
surprise - HUSKER DU!!
No, don't say who. Hiisker Dii
are direct from Minneapolis,
USA, and are perhaps the finest
exponents of buzz-saw guitar
thrash this side of the Ramones in
'76. True their earlier hard-core
stylings on New Day Rising and
Zen Arcade have mellowed somewhat on the recent Flip Your Wig
LP but this still places them about
two stops above the rest. YOU
MUST GO - look they weren't

even meant to be here, they should
have been playing The Tube.
Must've been something Claire
McClintock said ..•
As if it mattered after . such
news, therc:'s bugger all else on
this week. The ubiqutous We Free
Kings celebrate their respectable
fifth place in the Local Act section
of our Readers' Poll by playing
that place Potterrow again this
Friday (tomorrow, in other
words). Also on this Friday will be
Del Amitri at Moray House College, a band attracting much
attention down South.
Sunday has the Playhouse stuck
in something of a time-warp with
Tangerine Dream holding court,
those wacky German electro-

musos; sort of like Mike Oldfield
but without the occasional tune.
One must mention yet another
club opening on Monday night in
the lugubrious setting of The Place
on Victoria Street. Roosters will
play classic blues, R 'n' Band contemporary exponents/imitators of
those genres. Should be a feast of
Kershaw records actually, and
what's wrong with that?? (Well ... )
Looking further ahead, I spy the
most expensive hype ever on Sunday March 16th at the EmpireSigue Sigue Sputnik, on whom
EMl's hopes (and bank balance)
are pinned and look at the moment
to have all the ingredients for success: no talent, hi-tee videos, perfect gutter press fodder and lots of
dark glasses and cheekbones. Shit

Shit Shit may well be at number I
by the time you read this and I
think that says it all.
A week later sees a rare and
long-awaited appearance by the
Cramps, also at the Empire. Every
Goth's delight, the Cramps will
doubtless sell out the Empire on
their "legend" aura but me, I
reckon they might just be a tad ·
boring; despite this, you are urged
to go along to the psychedelic
jungle and investigate.'
Best Easter hols entertainment
comes from perfect popsters
Depeche Mode who play Glasgow's SECC on Sunday April 6th.
A much underrated band. in my
humble opinion, who have made
some of the hardest and most intelligent chart pulp in recent years.

Enjoy yourselves for a change.
Don't you ever get fed up of being
"right on" all the time?
This ~eek's telly has got the
Cramps (never heard of them),
Kurtis Blow, the Bangles, Siouxsie, ·Brian Eno, Roxy Music and
Psychic TV on The Tube {much
better, folks) whilst Jazz 625 on
Saturday, BBC 2, has a classic
performance from Theolonms
Monk.
So Dire Straits are your best
band. So you were right and "'e
were wrong. So now I have to
admit defeat and say goodbye to a
world full of people too cruel. But
at least Madonna won Female Sex
Symbol - now I can die with a
smile on my face after all.
"And so, the pulse beat died ... ' '
Keith Cameron, RIP.
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VARIETY
TIGHTROPE
9 Mar; 6.45
George Square Theatre
Two films showing people's
excursions into the seedier side of
life. In 'Variety' a girl takes a job as
a ticket girl at a porn cinema and
finds herself drawn into the
shows, while in 'Tightrope'. Clint
Eastwood is the cop tracing the
murderer who has the same taste
in exotic prostitutes as he has.
THE BLUE ANGEL
GREAT EXPECTATIONS
12 Mar; 6.45
The Pleasance
The first is Marlene Dietrich's
greatest film: enough said. The
second has a sickeningly young
John Mills in one of the better Dickens adaptations.

FILMHOUSE

Lothian Rd
SPIES LIKE US
2.03, 5.20, 8.20
Two American Govt. Dumbos,
played by Chevy Chase and Dan
Ackroyd, are faced with the sack
or becoming decoys for the secret service. To help the story,
they accept and start off on their
journey through Pakistan and
Russia. How eddifying.
TEENWOLF
2.1.5, 5.15, 8.00
Michael J. Fox finds to his utter
disbelief that he is a werewolf.
So's his whole family. He finds
also that this makes him very
popularwith his schoolchums
and as well as making the basketball team he also makes the
school sweetheart. No accounting for intelligence.
REVOLUTION
2.00, 5.00, 8.00
Hugh Hudson's much heralded
story set in the American Revolution. The story of characters
involved on both sides of the
Atlantic. People such as Al
Pacino, Donald Sutherland, Nastassia Kinski and Annie Lenno.
Go and see it and PfOve the
Americ<;!ns wrong ."

225 9873
EIGHT DAYS: A PASSION PLAY
Till 7 March; 8 pm
£2.50, £2.00, £1.50
Last Bedlam mainterm is a faithful
adaptation of the Easter story in
simple language and using stunning visual effects. You have been
warned. (Sit in the middle of the
Front Row.)

L Y C E U M
Grindlay Street
2298663
A STREETCAR NAMED DESIRE
Till 15 March
7.45pm
Tickets: £2-£5
By Tennessee Williams. All the
action takes place in a seedy part
of downtown New Orleans, where
the smell of coffee beans is pretty
damn strong (a bit like DHT's
trendy "basement" coffee lounge
in fact).

112WestBow
2262633
TO MARIE WITH LOVE
Till 9 March
7.30 pm, Upstairs Theatre
Tickets: £4.50, £3.50 for student/
economy members
Written and performed by Pauline
Devany. A play about the dotty,
endearing Dr Marie Slopes who
was an expert on such diverse
topics as coal and birth control.
Her best seller, Married Love
(1918), was written after a six-year
marriage had left her a virgin (appwently she learned the facts of
life in the British museum!). A
one-woman play about, strangely
enough, one woman.

TRAVERSE

EDINBURGH P,LAYWRIGHTS'
2282688
WORKSHOP T
Lothian Road
Theatre Downstairs
THE RETURN OF
Play reading, Nlarch 9
MARTIN GUERRE
A FORTNIGHT1IN AUGUST
6 Mar; 2.30
by Bill Dunlop
Gerald Depardieu stilrs as the
Another in this series of
returning hero who had been pub34 Hamilton Place
unselected nevv plays by local
licly embarrassed before he ran
226 5425
writers. A full reading is followed
off to the wars. However, despite
THE WHITE BIRD PASSES
by a detailed discussion, with the
his wife's claims, a group of solTill 8 March; 8 pm
author, actors and, wait for it, all
diers claim he is not Martin
£2.50 (£2.00)
the theatre buffs from Edinburgh
Guerre.
Adapted by Anne Down ie from a
University sitting anxiously in the
PUMPING IRON II-'novel by Jossie Kesson, depciting
447 2660
back row just waiting to give their
THE WOMEN
her own childhood. It is therefore
Newbattle Terrace
cultured opinions and ask deep,
~ Mar; 6. 15, 8.30
..
. a warm, personal account of life in
Remember
your
Matric
Cards!
probing,
· mind-boggling ques7 Mar; 2.30; 8 Mar; 4.00
North-east Scotland during the
BACK TO THE FUTURE
tions!
Follows a selection of women
1920s,
from
slum
to
orphanage.
Yup, it's that man again. Michael
body-builders in their prepara- J.
Fox plays the high school kid of•
tions for the richest contest in the
the eighties who is ·transported. - - - - - - - - - C O M I N G S O O N - - - - - - - - world and a chance for fame and
back in time to the fifties where
money.
National Theatre on tour: Y0NAOAB at the King's, 24-29 Mar ... THE DRAGON- 1985, at
he meets up with his parents.
the Theatre Workshop, 13-15 March ... FRENCH THEATRE WEEKEND, 14-16 Mar, SCOTTISH
MASK
1
STUDENT DRAMA FESTIVAL. 18-25 Mar (including our own Bedlam boys, 11 It Had Pleased
~ Mar; 6.00, 8.15
447 2660
God and The Rain on 19120 Mar-well done, chaps). A WOMAN ALONE, 26-30 Mar; all at the
8 Mar; 2.30
DEFENCE OFTHE REALM
Traverse ... MR GOVERNMENT, 20 Mar-12 April at the lyceum .. ·. Chris nmothy in THE
Cher steals the show as the biker
REAL THING by Stoppard, 31 Mar-6 April, at the King's.
2.15, 5.15,8.15
single mom whose strength of
An investigative journalist played
character helps her grossly disfiby Gabriel Byrne tries to uncover
gured son cope with life and his
the truth behind a ministerial
treatment.
scandal and also discovers (a) the
WIZARD OF OZ
minister's mistress (Greta Scac8Mar; 2.00
chi) and (b) that governments kill
· Slip on those ruby slipp+r:;. jump
people.
on the yellow brick road and head
GAL~ERY
WITNESS
off to the Emerald City. Well, it's
10 Royal Terrace
2.00, 5.00, 8.00
29 Market Street
more fun than the Wimpy on a
5561010
Harrison Ford and a small boy are
225 2383
Saturday afternoon.
6-22 March
~itnesses
to
a
washroom
the
only
Till
5April
RADIO ON
murder by some bent cops and Land and Plantscapes - tropical Reconstructions: \Avant Garde art
9, 10 Mar; 6.00, 8. 15
and
temperature
watercolours
A man on the way to Bristol to have to run off to the boy's home (yet again) from Scotland and in Japan 1945-65 '
investigate his brother's death. which is on an Amish community, Jamaica, what a combination, eh? Tues-Sat 10-5.30 pm
finds it easier to talk to the charac- which is run on strict Puritan lines, Original if nothing else.
ters he meets on the roap than practically 19th century.
Mon-Sat 10-6 pm.
anyone else, then slips back into
blasting on the radio.
DEATH IN A FRENCH GARDEN
----------South Clerk Street
43 High Street
9 Mar; 8.30
667 7331
5-29 March
10-12 Mar; 6.15, 8.30
COMMANDO
ISOLATION AND INTERACTION :
12 Mar; 2.30
Modelled figures and drawings by
A curious love triangle exists in a 2.00, 6.00, 8.20
Allisa Hyslop.
quiet French town. A guitar. Oh Goody! Another macho man Old College, South Bridge
EMBROIDERED PICTURES: by
teacher is employed by a couple to· for the Odean. Michael Douglas, 6671011
Katrina Hyslop
instruct their daurihter, but ends. Sly Stallone and now Arnie Till 15 March"
as
retired
colSchwarzenegger
up being instructed by the
Dante's Divine Comedy: yes.Geof- Looks like these two by the
oner
John
Matrix
forced
back
to
nubile wife instead, putting his life.
frey McEwan's pai.ntings are still slightest chance may be related· rescue his daughter. Bloo~ 'n' here - So if vau get fed up trying great powers of deduction from
in danger.
1 guts and rocket launchers.
THE RIGHT STUFF
to study and just wish.the end of the What's On team!
11Mar;1.30
term was here, go along to cheer Mon-Sat 10-4 pm
The story of the first astronauts ROCKY IV
yourself up.
and their quest for the stars. ' 1.30;5.45, 8.10
Mon-Sat 10-5 pm
Macho Man 2. Good ole Rocky
.Engaging in light of recent events
fights
off
the
evil
ctimmie
pinko·
in Florida.
subversive in the shape of Russian
:osKAR FISCHINGER PRO<?. iv-boxing champ Ivan Drago. Blood
, 1 Mar; 6.45, 8.45
1
The first film in this series follows _and ~uts and silky boxing shorts.
the early experiments M~
75 Cumberland St\'eet
chninger in the field of animation.
A CHORUS LINE .,
557 1020
12 Great King Street
JUDEX
~· 5.00, 7.45
CONTEMPORARY
BRITISH
556 0305
LA PREMIERE NUIT
Richard Attenborough's latest,
PRINTS:
including work by BlacSCOTTISH PAINTINGS 180012 Mar; 6.00, 8. 15
exploring the IJ_as~s of staging
1950: including works by A. Nays- kadder and Cheese amongst
A French thriller in which a ~earsing a major Broadway
myth, G. Harvey, J. W . Herald, Sir others. Some of these guys really
bolicgoodyfightsagainstthee~I -~cho Man _ 3 W.Giles
have unusual names.
fiends in a settTng of French sym- Micha'IL, ~as director.
LESLEY MAY MILLAR : Ceramic
Mon-Fri 9.30-5.30
bolism.
Blood 'n' guts an\:! dinky leotards .. Sat 10-1 pm
sculpture.
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- - - - - - - - -· COMING SOON------'--'-----our OF A_FR/CA wiih Meryl Streep and Robert Redford, YtiUNG SHERLOCK GiVen the
Spielbergesque treatment, both at the ABC, COMMANDO with Ole Heaving Muscles Arnold
Schwarzenegger and perennial weepie BAMBI at the Odeon ... a glorious bundle of THE
EMERALD FOREST, PURPLE ROSE OF CAIRO, TIRTLE DIARY and PARIS TEXAS, all at the

Film house.

0 PEN: E Y E
G A L ~ E R Y

~~~~~~~~COMINGSOON~~~~~~~-

THUNDERBIRDS ARE GO! at the City Art Centre till 5 April, FAB? ... JOHN DAVIES,
photographs at Stills . , . FROM THREE SIDES, three photographerS at the Printmakers
Workshop.

For the January-Maren term,
pass system . Ask for the lea
you pay the standard £2.30 a
the card is taken from you anq
cinema is now non-smoking.

C>DEC>N
A standard £1 .50 student co"! n rate I
from Sunday to Thursday.-Ho , aftbe
cost you £2.60. Cinemas 2 a non~n

DC>IVl l NI
Students pay £1 .20 for all pe
The only exception is the late
only non-smoking part c;ifthe
shut on Sundays.
·

~i~e~~!1i~'f:!
~ts

(Sunday-Friday) cost £1.20.
!
minutes before performance 4No oc
late evening films but you e1pk the!
smoking in both cinemas.

FILIVI SO

Members get in free to all pa
can be purch ased in advanc
week and from the Postgra
Place, at the weekend.

BED LA
All tickets for lunchtime prod
your consumption. Membe
allows reductions on all tick lam C
are held every Monday ,at I m in 1
interested in any aspect of Bd• 1s alw

TRAVE AE

Exclusive offer this year forl bershi
which allows many benefits. fl inclu1'
Sunday performance; £2foras tit ste
before performance; free ent raver
theatre clubs in Britai n.

LVCEU .

.

They offer a plastic card cosU 1 wh
two tickets at concession! le (
performance). Check at box 0 rd

ESCA

ESCA have changed premise
contrary to this year's Stude
time during office hou.rs to
or alternatively phone her.

SNC>

Students are welcomed in a
Usher Hall . Tickets cost £2
Friday evening.
I

8 MAR
________
_

THUR 6 MAR SAT
JAZZ-LIVE!
60 Pleasance
8.30-11.30
Tonight it's
Brothers.

The

Peristalsis

___;

__;

SURVIVAL INTERNATIONAL
Sponsored walk- meet at 10 am
at Azteca, Victoria Street.
PARK KUUivl DISCO
TeviotRow
Happy Hour 8-9

EU FRIENDS OF THE EARTH
Cheviot Room, Pleasance
7.30
All welcome!

SUN 9 MAR
HAPPY HOUR
TeviotRow
8-9
Get hammered on the Sabbath!

HAPPY HOUR
Pleasance
8-9

MON 10 MAR
HAPPY HOUR
Chambers Street
Cheap dirnk!ng 8-9 and a disco till
12.

'

·ch tellll,lfOper&~ a student cinema
the lea\tie cash desk. For six visits
£2.30~/leta!dsta mped. After this
n you a get £5 in return. The entire
making.

N

KB LUNCHTIME TALK
Sixth Level Common Room
1.10
Professor Ebsworth will give a.talk.
entitled "Proteus in Chemistry:
Molecules that change their
shape''.
RCP
Teviot Debating Hall
1.00
Eve Anderson talks about "Christianity vs. Communism" .

1ri day) p; ~lltly evening shows
£1.20. · ets are only available 30
No ocncessions given for
k these in advance. Non-

KB VIDEOS
KB Union
7.00
Two
free
videos:
"Police
Academy 2" and "Brewster's Millions".

F R I 7

include soup and bread for
the Bedlam is £1.75, which
diam Com mittee meetings
m in the theatre. Anyone
is always welcome.
bersh ip: £4 for four years,
include a free ticket to any
ntstandbyticket 10 minutes
raverse Bar and many other

1 whicti al lows you to claim
rate (£1 off cost of any
or dettlils.

/19 Guttirie Street (225 4061)

. Pop into the offices at any
'nda, the full-time secretary,

MAR

EUSARALLY
Meet 1.45
Under the Dome,
Mandela centre.
A rally at Moray House to meet
the finale of the NUS March for
Education, against College Closure proposals.
CONSERVATIVE CLUB
Middle Reading Room, Teviot
1.00
Committee meeting
~.LUB KASl:JMO
Potterrow, Mandela Centre
8-1 am
Apart from the Happy Hour 8.309.30, there will be a band
upstairs.

MEDICINE SHOW DISCO
Chambers Street
Happy Hour 8-9 pm
THE DANCE
TeviotRow
8-2am
,
Two discos and two bars, with
the mega lig~tshow and a Happy
Hour 9-10 to increase your enjoyment of both.
'

ROCK DISCO
Chambers Street
9-12
Solid Rock from !Jie Union people
who know how to boogie.

TUES 11 MAR
SURVIVAL INTERNATIONAL
Social Anthropology Dept
2nd-Floor.Adam Fierguson Bldg
6.00
Everyone welcome to this meeting of the new society which seeks
to promote the interests of
threatened tribal peoples.
I
PENNSYLVANIA UNIVERSITY
GLEE CLUB
George Square Theatre
7:30
The PUGC presents "Holmes
Sweet Holmes" 1 an evening of
musical theatre in celebration of
the 10th annivewrsary of the Edinburgh-Pennsylvan(a
Exchange
Programme. Tickets £2.50, available from lnform<ltion Services,
Old College, or on te door.
I

WED

8

MAR

FR I

7

MAR MON10MAR

JAZZ
RECITAL BY DAME JANET
Queen's Hall
BAKER
" Wild Bill Davison the legendary Queen's Hall
chicago
trumpeter
and Accompanied by Geoffrey ParSaxophoriist Gallow with Mike sons on piano Dame Janet Baker
Hart's Soi;iety Syncopators.
shall sin9 from a wide repertore
10 pm: £4.50-£2.50
7.4!;i pm: £5-£2.20
DELAMITRI
Moray House
The boys who wore their 501's
with pride before they became
hip. Let's hope their music
catches on in '86. Pleasant pop
songs.
9pm: £2 (£1.50)
SNO
Usher hall
Igor Oistrakh is tonight's violin
soloist Glazunov's violin con_certo. Mariss Yansons conducts
Wagner's
Reinzi
Overture
Tchaikovsky's symphony No. 4.
and Saint-Saens Introduction
and Rondo Capriccioso.
7.30 pm: £9.40-£3.30

ROOSTERS
The Place
New club with all your fav. dance
music and also R&B.
10pm: £1.50

WED12MAR
ST. MARGARET'S JUNIOR
SCHOOL CHOIRS AND
ORCHESTRA
Queen's Hall
Choral and orchestral concert
incl uding works by Howard
Blake, Elgar, and Frank Bridge.
7.30pm: £1.50 (£1)

_S_A_T__
S_M_A_R THUR 13 MAR
CARITAS ORCHESTRA
Queen's Hall
William Webb conducts with Jill
Stobie on flute music inclu~ing
Eric Coates The Three Bears ,and
Beethoven's symphony No. 7 in
A Major, Op. 92 .
7.45 pm: £2.50 (£1.50)

SCOTTISH CHAMBER
ORCHESTRA
Queen 's all
Gluck's Orfeo ed Euridice conducted by James Canion . Sung
in Italian.
7.45 pm: £8-£2
--------COl\-11NG S O O N - - - - - - - A Big Band at Potterrow! HUSKER DU bn the 14 Mar •.. SIGUE SIGUE SPUTNIK and THE

CRAMPS at the Empire on 23 Mar ... DEPECHE MODE gets stripped at the Scottish Exhibition
Centre on 6 April ... Club scene for the h61s-R00STERS at The Place on Mondays, CACTUS
the King's; Brecht and Weill, Verdi and Massenet between 12 and 17 Mar ... Edinburgh
International Folk Festival runs 28 MayrtO 6Apr-check programme for details, Festival Club

is at our own Teviot Row.

SURVIVAL INTERN~TIONAL
Moray House
9.30 till late
Volunteer Slavery, We Free Kings
and sitar players all for only £1 (or
£1.50 if you're not a concession).
Cinema 1

Until Sa1urday8 6 15 and 8.30

PUMPING IRON II - THE WOMEN iPGJ

.GREEN BANANA CLUB
Potterrow, Mandela Centre
8-1 am
Happy Hour 8.30-9.30
SON OF ROCOCO
Riviera Suite
Fountainbridge
9.30 till late
£1
Son of Rococo pres1mts The Fire
Station
.
HeatBeyond Relief j

1

MAR FR I 1 4 M AR
1

LATE NIGHT DOUBLE FEATURE
Chambers Street
Three bars, a Happy Hour 8-9,
Supertrog Disco and the legendary David Steel (no relation).

9 MAR

at Kavios on Wednesdays, TEXAS at the Hoochie Coochie on Sundays ... Scottish Opera at

12

I
SAT

THUR 6

TWENTIETH CENTURY
i TEXAS
CAMERATA
Hoochie Coochie Club
!SOBEL DUNLOP
Jazz, funk, latin and soul music.
MEMORIAL CONCERT
10.30
pm: £2
Queen's Hall
TANGERINE DREAM
(Clerk Street)
local composers conduct their Playhouse
(Greenside Place)
own works.
7.30 pm: £6-£4
7.45 pm: £2.50 (£1.50)

A BUNNY HOP
TEviotRow
Teviot's lastflingfortheterm. Two,
bands - Cordon Bleu and Blues
'n' Trouble and probably the committee in bunny suits.,

--------COMING SOON-------library vacation opening hours begin on 14 March; Monday to Friday 9 to 5. All sectio~s of
the library shut on 28 March for Good Friday reopens on 31 ~arch ~u the computers w11.1be
out of order to allow maintenance - catalogue access will be difficult for the 01ornmg.
Normal service resumes on 14A ril.

Flex appeal wilh Bev and Rachel. Be~ Francis stages a massive assault on the status quo at lhe
women's body-building world championship in Las Vegas with the kind of poses end extreme
muscle development previously seen as being just for boys
Unlit Sat 86.00 and 8.15

Cinema2

~!~h~r~:he top actress prize at Cannes last year for ~er performance as a biker moll, and single

parent of Rodcy, a deformed but otherwise normal American teenager.

Cinetn.11

Sun 9-Sat 156.15 and 8.30 {nae 6.15 Sun 9)

DEATH IN A FRENCH GARDEN 1151
A yoong no-hoper is hired by a wealthy coupfe to givQ their nubile daughter gurtar lessons and
enters a labyrinth of sexual deception and cat-lnd·mou98 games.
Cinema2

Sun9and Mon 106.00 and 8.15

~~~~r!!~!:en Town 10 Bristol, Robert talks more easily to the strangers he ~nters- a

pump-attendant obsessed with Eddie Coqtran, an army deserter, a woman took1ng for her
than with intimates.

dau~hter-

Cinema2

Wed 12 6.00 and 8.15

JUDEX iPGI

Judex (the judge) 1s a black--caped precursor of Ba1man in this comic-strip tale of superhero versus
archfiends.
·
50p matinees this week : The Return of Martir'! GuerH (Thur 6), Pumping Iron H - TM Women !Fri
7), The Right Stuff (Tue 11), Death in a French Garden (Wed 12).

10

STUDENT Thursday 6th March 1986
Art~

,IExhibsl

ITheatrel

Bedlam Main Term
EIGHT DAYS: A PASSION
PLAY
Bedlam; until 7th March

Eight Days presents the last
week in the life of Christ in a sim-·
pie and straightforward manner.
The lack of trendy gimmicks was
admirable, but somehow the
simplicity
lacked
direction.
Christ's story is something which
needs interpretation to make it
relevant to a modern audience,
and while perhaps we did not need
a 150 gay apostles, some kind of
dramatic point should surely have
heen made .
Jesus himself came across as
rather an unattractive character
- self-righteous , egotistical , and
often childish. It is difficult to see
his attraction . The religious
atmosphere came mainly in the
scenes at the beginning and the
end, when the cast assembled,
reciting words of the Bible, in the
style of a Greek chorus.
The play largely ignores the
civic politics involved , but instead
concentrates on the conflict between the rabbinical hierarchy of
Je(usalem and Jesus and his followers Pilate and Herod
appear simply as pawns in the
religious game . This is an unusual
angle to take , but its significance
was not really exploited, and subsequently lost.
This said, the production in
itself was generally very good.

ANDROMA QUE

Fme on stage -

but lowest audience e"·er?

Much use was made of lighting to
create atmosphere and dramatic
tension in such crucial moments as
Judas·s suicide and the crucifixion
scene. The play rather fell apart at
the end, however. for having
spent too long on the early scenes,
Jesus' trial and crucifixion were
rather rushed. The resurrection
delivery to organ accompaniment
with which the play ended sen1ed
only as anti-climax.
Eight Days is a well-crafted production of a difficult topic. The
atmosphere is not really religious,
but neither is it very human
(David Campton'~ performance
as Caiaphus was an exception).
sible distractions. However, it is unfortu·
nate that this resulted also in closer atten·

Photo: Tony Segrove

The subject matter is not in "itself
relevant to enough people-·Sunday's small audience confirmed
this- to justify such an unanalytical production. The monochrome set and biblical recitation
were aesthetically pleasing, but it
was difficult to see to what e nd
they were being applied.
KasiaBoddy
FoUowing the Scottish Student
Drama Festival held in Dundee
last week, Keni Davidson's The
Rain and Patrick Evan's U It Had
Pleased God are to be performed
at the Traverse Theatre on the
19th-20th March.
logelher.

II was a pily therefore lhat Benjamin
lion being drawn lo thefaulls of direction
Wood's portrayal of Oresle lacked lhe
Adam House
and to the weakness of some or the acting.
power and confidence of the other princi·
27th Feb-1 march
Througboul the play I found myself dispal characters, though his performance
tracted by the unnatural pacing up and
was commendable. Apart from Julia'
It wu a dllllc:ull underlaklng when · down lhal wenl on during most or lhe
Les Esc:ogrlffes chose, ror lhelr second long speeches, and by several of lhe Tedder's beautifully warm and sym·
pathetic portrayal of Hermione's con·.
produclioo lhls lerm, lo break from lhelr
actors' awkwardness on stage. It is by
fidente, Cleone, unfortunately the rest of
current run or 20lh century plays and pul
nature a static play, and thus difficult to
on Racine's AndronuJqw. This neo-clas- direct and act, but incorporation or too lhe casl exhibited varying degrees of
awkwardness touching on the comical,
slcal tragedy or unrequited loves, sel In . much movement simply does not work.
and lack of,-conviction on stage, and
lhe period dlttdly rollowing lhe sack of
indeed tillle accomplishment.
or
course,
it
is
very
difficult
to
reel
at
Troy, is a play lhal relies Doi upon visual
ease acting without any props in such a .
action for lls Impact bul upon lhe beauty
The presence or all the characte:S on
play, but irit is achieved the the effect can
- power or lhe language and upon lhe
stage lhroughoul lhe performance
authenlicily or lhe characters portrayed .. be extremely powerful. In particular, worked well, although al the end of lhe
Juliet Dow's performance as Hermione-·
II is lhus a very difricull play lo pulon, ils
· play I fell it ralher confused lhe issue of
succeeded in lhis aspect. Her entirely
success depending almost entirely upon
dealh. The lighting lhroughoul lhe play,
convincing and brilllanlly executed though simple, was very effective and the
lhe actors' abillly lo cast a spell over lhe
transitions or mood rrom jealousy to
audience through the clear and sensitive
. music chosen for the entreacts captured
despair, sensitivity to hopeless rage,
delivery or lhe lines. Unfortunately, this
the mood oflhe play well. Though I seem
combined wllh a lrue feeling for lhe · to have been rather critical of the pro.
abillly was absenl In several of lhe
poelry, produced a strong and credible ducllon I mighl conclude by saying lhal ii
characters or last week's production.
performance. This and lhe powerful per- was enjoyable, ror the three central
Deborah Lewis, lhe director, had lhe
formances of Marianne Flynn as the cap-- characters kept lhe play logelher and
live Andromaque, torn between loyalty
good Idea or using an em ply set and black
prol'ided the driving force to carry it
costumes to rocus the audience's atten·
to her dead husband or her son, and of
through to its moving and tragic end.
lion completely upon lhe music of lhe
Brian Davison·Wickers a.s the cruel but
poetic language, dispensiitg with Ott possometimes loving Pyrrhus, held the play
Tom Riley

IDancel

startled, exotic creatures, perhaps
birds, exploring their set areas
before converging on the central
three tapestries. The music ,

CATALYST DANCE

from its source . l:'leetmg images of
Egyptian traditions were lnterwoveri with pure exoiidsm. The
spectacle held the audience cap- ·
tive .
Catalyst Theatre Co. aims for,
" . . . a form of visual performance
free from the already established
conventions of theatre , dance and
music". Ramses Wissa Wassef
initiated "the weavers' village" in
Egypt 30 years ago in the belief
that formal education stifles and
mothers young children's natural
creativity , and so it was rather apt
that Catalyst was the group to
highlight the successful product of
his beliefs.

City Art Centre; !st March
Unfortunately , the mass of
youngsters outside the City Art
Centre at 3 pm on Saturday were
not there to view the unusual
addition to Egyptian Landscapes:
the Thunderbird exhibition held
more allure . However , en route,
many were attracted by Catalyst
Theatre
Co. 's
performance
inspired by the enormous Eastern .
tapestries, with their pictures of
rich , fertile land and wildlife.
The four dancers, brightly
painted a nd clad in swathes of.
material , their hair adorned with
beads and feathers, performed a
colourful 30-minute piece of.
theatre. They took the form of

and pamted m dark browns , yellows and light blues. The different
textures of these materials were
beautifully blended to give this
piece (which looked rather like the
contents of a master craftsman's
tool-box) a great sense of coheOBSESSIONS
sion. This was partly achieved by
the paint and also by the contorChambers Street:
tions of the metal which twisted
Architectural Department
and snaked its way around the
Until 7th March
wood until it found a hidden creForty students have submitted vice to hide in . Out of this clever
work and the exhibition has been muddle came a sharply poin ted
carefully arranged by Arabella spear which added a sense of
Caccia and Elizabeth Smeaton, space to the structure. Here, the
who should be praised for setting symbols of sex were subtly integup something of this kind.
.
rated whereas Binney's Reclining
The exhibition displays a wide Male Nude looked blatantly
variety of talent ranging from a promiscuous, depicted as it was in
Saki Tea-Party by Elizabeth Gub- bright blues and reds. Like all the
bins to a Gargoyle made by David works in the show, this painter,
Clement-Davies. The most nota- using thick sabs of paint , obvible works and those which were ously greatly enjoyed working on
awarded prizes were by David ·this theme of obsession. I o nly
Roxburgh , Paul Binney , Christ- hope that other students will folopher Steel, Heidi Kosanink and low the precedent set by Caccia
Lucy "What is your weight actu- and Smeaton Incorporated by givally?" Hodges .
ing potentially gifted artists a
Roxburgh 's Fetish was a chance to display their work .
sculpture made of wood and steel ·
Julian Thomas

Exoticism in Dance
flavoured with iungle noises
helped to "fi ll out" and guide the
movements, especially when the
improvisation strayed too far

The weavers themselves will be
"at work" at the City Art Centre
from 17th March and Catalyst will
be performing a new experimental piece around the weavers on
22nd March.
Lucinda Cunnil_lgham

- - - The Twentieth Century Camerata - - The
Twentieth
Century
Camerata is the most exciting
thing around in classical music in
Edinburgh: six young musicians
are getting their works performed
under the auspices of this, their
own orchestra. The nearest Edinburgh has ever got to this unique
set-up is with the series of
composer/ 'conductor concerts
staged by The Scottish Chamber
Orchestra earlier this term where
players and composers were
already well-established professionals.
The Camerata is different too
from the now well-known Edinburgh
University
Chamber
Orchestra , and in many ways has
assumed the admirable role that
·the EUCO had at its conception
but has more recently sadly
ignored - that of providing a
platform for a wide variety of students to conduct and compose
their own music.
Although there was predictable
amongst
companies
apathy
applied to for sponsorship, the
composers - Christopher James,
Malcolm
Warnes,
Martin
Eastwood, Fergus Currie, Max
Richter and Christopher Hopkirk
· - have achieved a modicum of
public and artistic recognition
(the concert is being sponsored by
the Edinburgh District Council):
James and Eastwood both won·the
Edinburgh University Tovey
composition prize , James recently
received a commission from the
EUCO and a grant from the Scottish Arts Council and Warnes is at
present writing under commission
from the Saltire Society who are
also , through the Isabel Dunlop
Memorial Trust, sponsoring the
concert.
The orchestra's next concert is
on Thursday, 6th March , at 7.45
pm at the Queen's Hall on Clerk
Street. It will be the orchestra's
third concert since its formation in
Janu.ary 1985.
The music will predominantly
be orchestral but there are visual
elements too, in the form·of, it is
rumoured, 12 amplified jellies (or

rather a smuck of jellies) which
will be filmed at close up by video
cameras and relayed in their full
glory to the audience.
You can buy tickets at the door
on the night. They cost fro m £1£2.50.
This is not a highbrow event
staged only for the benefit of a
bunch of austere and esoteric clas1
sical mu sicians, neither is it an
amateurish romp by egocentric
composers: if your experience of
classical music is limited to the
Scottish National Orchestra's
Viennese Nights, Vivaldi's 'The
Four Seasons' or the infantile classical music reviews printed in this
paper , then you should come
along and sample something of
what Student and classical musicmaking is all about .
Tricia Krae

Fox the new student poetry
magazine has just been publishedIt includes extracts from Liz Loe·
hhead's translation of Tartuffe,
costs 35p and is available from all
student shops.

. .

Money into Light

Returmng to Edmburgh at the Filmhouse from March 23-27 is
John Doorman's The Emerald Forest. In his book Mo
I t
. ht B
.
,
ney n o
L 1g . , oorman gives a fascinating day-to-day account of its
maktmg. For anyone remotely interested in film , this book is a
mus.
It's difficult for anyone, even
the director, to r-ecord in a diary
everything that goes into making a
film. And it 's difficult to include
all that in a si ngle review. So , Jet's
just start with an o ld adage; making movies is 90 per cent management and IO per cent artistic
creativity. a film crew is like an
army o n the move. Remembe r
that a nd you're most of the way
there. John Boorman's recently
published book , Money Into
Light, about the making of Th e
Emerald Forest , is consequently
largely devoted to getting the
mach in e ry in motion rather than
shooting the picture itself. Which
is a pity because for me the last 90
pages were the most enjoyable.
for Boorman it was the last nine
months o f a 33-month project.
The book is a chronological
day-by-day account of the making
of a fi lm and is noticeably more
real and vibrant than any retrospective account which through
hindsight and revision would have
lost considerable impact. For any.
one who enjoys watching films ,
this book is both illuminating and
informative in the way it shows
the relationship between the film
industry and the art of cinema.
Like any oth er industry, it needs

financi al back ing and only when
that is secured ca n you ge t all the
other parts assembled :
" What 1 yea rn for is a friendly
base , a place of security where I
can work , knowing that my project will be backed, knowing th at
financing will not be snatched
away at any mo me nt , knowing
that I can work stead ily among
sympathetic people. Most serious
film -makers wo uld forego their
fees for that . That , they assure
me , is what Goldcrest will do. "
That was written in July 1982
(the picture was completed in
March 1985). Goldcrest didn 't fulfil their promise - they pulled out
(presumably to prop up Revolution and suffered the consequences - viz. success of The
Emerald Forest (the film came in
$2m under budget a nd was a boxoffice hit) and failure of Revolu"tion. Remembering Goldcrest's
reasons for pulling out (filming in
the Brazilian jungle is risky business) Boorman later notes:
"Spoke to David Norris . He
told me that Goldcrest is planning
to shoot a David Puttnam production , The Mission, in Columbia. I
was astonished. Columbia was
one of the countries o ur advisers
warmed us against as da n~erou s

THE

EMERALD

FOREST: MONEY INTO LIGHT

and unstabl e. The budget is considerably more than mine.
Go ldcrest seem to be compounding their own folly ."

Brezhnev and My Beautiful Laun derene have a lot to thank Channel 4 for.

Movies a re a gold-rush business. Th ey are also risky business.
A company , like Goldcrest, has to
make up with, say, one movie
what it Jost with ten . Boorman
was lucky in that Embassy stepped in . Similarly A Lerter 10

Being producer as well as director, Boorma n was involved from
the word go; the whole picture
was his responsibility. The difficulties were immense ; there
were the bureaucratic difficulties
of filmin g in Brazil to be sorted
out.- hundreds of miles of wild ,

Featunng Peter
Maxwell Davies

Peter who? you may well ask. In fact, Peter Maxwell Davies
is one of the foremost contemporary British composers, and
.his work has gained increased recognition in recent years. Yet,
when he began to be considered as a 'serious' composer in the
1960's, he was seen as an 'enfant terrible', a rebel against the
British music establishment due to the startling modernity of
his work. Coming from an unpretentious working-class
background in Manchester, he began composing at the age of
8 when he started to learn the piano, and he still hasn't run out
of ideas; he produces a fair handful of major works each year.
Now living on the Orkney island of Hoy in a croft, Peter Maxwell is the patron of Edinburgh University's Music Societv.
and Associate Composer (Conductor of the Scottish Chamber
Orchestra based in Edinburgh at the Queen's Hall. Heather
Foley caught up with him during the rehearsal for the SCO's
concert last Thursday.
Were you encouraged to study
music at Manchester University?
The Music faculty was presided
over by Professor Humph~ey_
Proctor Gregg the composer and
he d isapproved of all new music
categorically . H e once o verheard
me talking to a new stude nt , walking along the coridor when the
Professor passed us in the opposite direction. He shouted out ,
"Pay no attention to hil)1 - he's
always on about these new Germans , Bruckner and Mahler".
And that was in 1956 .. .

Do you think that the same
attitude still prevails in this country?
I think that music education has
only really begun; perhaps th_e
government's going to . stop it I think the attitude to me personcompletely . They're doing their ally has changed a lot , but I still
damnedest . . . I hope civilisation think a new composer might haYe
and education won't stop com- a hard ride . While at college,
pletely unless you're a privileged people should be prepared not
person and can pay through the only as a composer, but to be able
eyes and nose. Attitudes towards to conduct and even to cope with
music in schools are much more agents, publishers and all that .
nonsense. This is all awfully
lively and even at universities and
colleges, I feel there's a breath of ' important and is all part of being a
.
change . . . I'm quite hopeful composer.
Britain is a damn sight better
about that.
than it used to be , and if you present things with conviction, then a
How do British people react to
lot of people will come along with
your music?

ideologica l content which is made
clear in words in 'party-line' of
o ne kind or another. Music's first
business is to be good music and to
help come to terms with their own
reality , wha tever that may be, by
you and ordit)ary people can get entertaining them. by giving them
an awful lot of e njoyment out of all sorts of spiritual and musical
insights into themse lves. I've been
it.
very invo lved in tryi ng to make
Do you feel that more music has to people think for exa mple. about
be written for amateurs in order to the na ture ofreligious experience.
make contemporary works more Some of the pieces are quite overtly politica l. sometimes where you
accessible?
Music for amateurs is a very rich least expect it. By being funny.
fie ld. Composers have been sometimes you can express things
rather abstracted from the real which are too awful to be spoken
world , and have been regarded of, and in this way . music ca n
very much as Artists instead of extend the boundaries of experiartisans. I think this is changing as ence and put thoughts into
which otherwise
composers realise they have to perspective
live from thei r writing , and com- might not be.
municate with people. Amateur
music-making involves music for Do you ever feel that your ideas
will ' dry up'?
That 'll be the day! I'm sure some
people would say it'd be a good
thing if I had. I can "t imagine it
happening because ifs such an
e nj oyable thing to actuall y write
music. I'm very fortunate in that I
do the thing that interests me the
most. Ifs difficult and requires
e normous conce ntration . but I
can't imagi ne the day coming
when I couldn "t get an idea down.
unless I go gaga or somet hing.

people to enjoy. not for concert
performance. The whole concept
of having an audience sitting there
in rows is relatively new. If you
think of Medieval music. I bet
they didn't sit in rows . .. . they
probably sat at tables and had a
good drink in their hand.
How important do you feel it is for
music to have some of ideological
content, some message behind it?
I'm notable to give any definitive
answer to that. It's dangerous
because a lot of music that has

untamed Amnazonian forest to he
scanned for suitable location,,
crews to be a sembled. ca,ting to
be done, and Indians to he
trained. Tarantulas ('"a foot
across and wearing mink coats"'),
mosquitoes
and
torrential
weather didn't help a ere" "ho
"continue to act as if they arc
shooting a commercial
at
Pinewood". On the <,ame dav.
nearly two years into the project.
he added:
·· 1 get depressed and angry. All
my work and carefu l planning. the
terrific story waiting to be
released on film. all frustrated by
weather. a recalcitrant crew and
what seems like a successio n of
disasters ...
Hector Babe nco described
movie-making as an "act of co mmunion"', Michae l Power a. '"an
act of love ". John Boorman calls
it a '"quest for truths, for understanding". The se tting for him to
re alise his vocation see ms to be
the forest. He filmed Excalib11r in
one of the few primeval oak
forests left in Europe and has now
made Th e Emerald Forest in the
Amazon jungle amongst one o f
the few remaining Indian tribes.
The film shows the plight of the
Indian tribes and the destruction
of the Amazonian rain forests ("'a
bite the size of Switzerland every
year") in the name of civilisation.
·Boorm an writes of the n:strictio ns
each and every director faces:
.. All directors nurse a dream of
an ultimate movie. At each stage
the realities of money. time . th e
exigencies of ca ting erode that
perfection. But most of us - not
just the inexperienced film -makers- hang on to a vague. indeterminable beauty that no amount of
time or money could ever
realise. We put off as long as possible the brutal necessity of de fin ing its reality:·

Money Into Light recounts
Boorman·s three-year journc~
from his ini tial vision of the fi lm
through its making with his team
to the sneak-previews in Dallas
and San Diego. It's the story of an
artist and an administra tor.
William Goldman once wrote.:
of directors that:·· .... there is not
one whose ·philosophy' or ·world
Have there been any particular view· re motely interests me . The
total amou nt of what they have to
turning points in your career?
Yes . . . I can remember one ·sav· cannot cover the bottom of
when I was about 14. and I played ev~ n a small teacup ... the best of
a short recital of my own piano them are wonderful storytelle rs ...
pieces for the BBC in Manches- Goldman. a scree nwriter. obviter. Then I realised certai n people o usl y believes a film is nothi ng
were beginning to take me S!!ri- more than a collaboration . a team
ously and that'd never happened effort : This book accepts that ; the
guy who has to get breakfast for
before . .. it was marvellous .
the crew on location halfway up
And more recently. in 1969, I the Amazon is as much a necessity
wrote a fantastic amount of very as the director. But the producer/
violent music. The ideas were director is also the inspiration
tumbling out and it was in that behind everything. From the
year that I decided to move away moment Boorman arrived in Los
from the south of England. In Angeles in June 1982 with a news1970. I moved to Orkney so that I paper account of a boy who \1(3S
could really concentrate and not · kidnapped by Brazilian Indians .
feel pressed by this plethora of every move was his. He could
musical and theatrical ideas but make or break the movie. And it
could come to terms with them was quite an adventure .
over a longer period .
Anthony Harwood
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Pumping it up
PUMPING IRON II
George Butler
Film house

COMMANDO
Marx L. Lester
Odeon
Stand up and cheer. Throw your
hats in the air. Get the streamers
and the party balloons. Schwarzenegger's back!
Film reviewers are supposed to
·be cool and objective. Fuck that!
This film is BRILLIANT! Selfparody, excess violence, the baddest of bad guys, the lovingest of
fathers, the cutest of daughters.
planes, trucks, bulldozers, rocket
launchers , this movie has the lot.
Schwarzenegger plays Colonel
John Matrix (retd.). To quote
some anonymous cop, who gets
blown away anyway, he is "one
gigantic motherfucker". Some nasties are killing his old army buddies. They kidnap Jenny , his
daughter, and tell him to go assassinate some friendly Latin American
President , otherwise they'll "mail
her to you in pieces". That one
comes from the chief mega-nasty
Bennet, a butch sort of chap who
looks rather like a heavily built
Freddy Mercury - string vest,
leather pants and all. Naturally
Arnie is not into killing good guys
'cos bad guys tell him to , so he
escapes and sets out to get Jenny
back. He has to do so inside 11
hours, don't ask me why , but no
sweat; Matrix is. if anything, less
destructible than his last role in The
Terminator. It's the old, old story.
Baddies firing blanks and Arnie
just standing there shooting from
the hip. On the way he picks up, literally, Cindy, a spunky air-hostess,
played by Rae Dawn Chong
daughter of Chong of Cheech and
fame. "It's not my day! " she
screeches , and she's right.
Cindy is the foil to all the
machismo rumblings of Arnie and
friends. At one point Matrix is face
to face with one baddy. The latter
cn~ks , "This Green Beret's gonna
kick your ass." Schwarzenegger
retorts, " I eat Green Berets for
breakfast." Cindy, in the corner,
pipes up, "I can't believe this
macho bullshit." The film takes the
piss out of itself constantly. Rambo
takes itself seriously. Both are completely ludicrous , but Commando

acknowledges the fact. It helps.
The stunts are brilliant (54
stuntmen credited), the arsenal of
firearms awesome, the plot stupid,
the dialogue crass beyond belief.
Schwarzenegger is brilliant. Rae
Dawn Chong (last seen wearing
considerably less in Quest for Fire)
is just right. The baddies are perfect. Dammit , it 's all perfect. I love
it.
Yossi

COMING SOON ...
Easter's big film will probably
be Sidney Pollack's Out of Africa
(A BC). Set in pre-World War Two
East Africa, it is based around the
life and loves of Karen Blixen
(Isaac Dinesen). Nominated for no
less than ll Oscars and with a cast
boasting Meryl Streep, Klaus
Maria Brandeur and Robert Redford, this film will, no doubt, be
very popular and it can only be
hoped that it will live up to its
promise.
Other new releases are Michel
Deville's Death in a French Garden , which would seem to be in the
sophisticated comedy of manners
style so beloved by French directors, and Yanagimachi's Fire Festival, a much acclaimed portrayal
of a Japanese fishing and logging
community, with tension between
oncoming technology and old harmonies of the natural world.
If you're out of Edinburgh,
never fear - there are some excellent films on the box. Sidney
Lumet's first film, Twelve Angry
JWen, is a truly gripping
psychologic11I drama starring,
Henry Fonda as one of 12 jurors
closeted together to grapple with
evidence that may convict a man of
murder (this Sat, BBC 2). And if
you didn't see Night of the Hunter
at the Filmhouse this week, then
make sure you do next week as
part of the Beeb's . Robert
Mitchum season: an outstanding
and haunting film, it deals with the
nature of good and evil as a
psychopathic priest struggles for
the souls of two innocent children.
Also coming up over Easter itself
- Catch 22, Carlos Saura's Carmen, and a Truffaut retrospective
which begins on Channel Four in
April.

Every since Darryl Hannah
rather engagingly tried to crush
Harrison Ford between her thighs
in Blade Runner, Hollywood has
somewhat shied away from the
image of the fema le behemoth.
Even 'Supergirl' was elfin rather
than
rippling.
Until
now.
Remember Pumping Iron , that
wacky and off-the-wall look at the
grunting and flexing world of
body-building? It gave Lou Ferrigno ('Incredible Hulk ') and the
utterly spiffing Arnold Schwarzenegger (see Commando review
on this very page) to the world.
Now Pumping Iron Inc. presents Pumping Iron II - The
Women. If the thought of women
that make Jan Michael-Vincent
look like Robbie Foy turns you
right off, read on. If not , well,
fine.
Scenario: there is to be a
Women's International BodyBuilding Contest at Caesar's
Palace , Las Vegas, for, incidentally , the biggest prize-money
ever in any body-building contest
for either sex. So all the hunkesses
assemble.
DRamatis Personae: Rachel
McLish, the 'Queen Bee of BodyBuilding', Lon Bowen, who
wants the $25,000 first prize to
take her similarly built boyfriend
(Randy Rice!) away from his sordid male go-go dancing job. Carla
Dunlap, a sass , street-cred, black
synchronised swimmer turned
body-builder. and last but not at
all least, Bev Francis , an Australian power-lifted (she holds the
world female record:
1.270
pounds. Shit!) who looks like Sylvester Stallone in a bikini. And
remember folks, this is a
documentary. These people really
exist.
Herein lies a problem. Rachel
McLish is extremely pretty and
feminine. Bev Francis is build like
a Victorian outside lavatory .
However , the latter has far more
muscular development , and, hell,
this is supposed to be a bodybuilding contest , not a Miss
Lovely Legs. The problem is,
apparently, tearing the sport
apart. So the International Federation of Body-Building, and the
trio of ocrogenarians croak out
something along the lines of " We
are here to define once and for all
what the word 'feminine' means
to the !FBB." Who needs poets
when you've got body-builders?

There are several such ludicrous scenes, mixed liberally with
grunting work-outs , discussion
about The Lord and body-building (born again biceps?) , shots of
Vegas at night and suchlike pap .

The contest itself is the centrepiece of the film , and is a nice
parody of the standard beauty
contest. It goes on a little too long ,
but the freak-value keeps one's
interest up. The ongoing beauty
versus brawn question stays open
right up to the death . I won ' t give
the game away. I wouldn 't dare .
The film is fun , trivial and allin-all a polished time-waster. See
it if you have nothing better to do .
I will leave you with a quote
from an interview with the director, George Butler: "At the rate
women are developing in all
sports, there might be a contest
between men and women in the
next five years. That would be
Arnold Schwarzenegger versus
Bev Francis in Pumping Iron 111. ·•
Yossi

YOUNG SHERLOCK
Steven Spielberg
ABC
A mystery woman cloaked in
black is roaming the streets of Victorian London and shooting
poisoned thorns into the thick
necks of unsuspecting citizens. It
will take the ingenuity of a young
student we first see sawing at the
violin to solve the crimes with the
aid of the pastry-befriending boy
who arrives at his school as the
film begins. The boy is named
John Watson; the student cursing
at the violin is Young Sherlock.

The London they inhabit is that
atmospheric maze of our collective imagination, obscured by perpetual snowfa ll , filled with the
noise of horses· hooves clopping
on cobblestones by day, its streets
deserted at night save for sinister
shadows passing across the walls.
Jn such a climate a shrouded
figure bearing a blowpipe might
pass without being remarked upn.
The darts she fires induce vivid
hallucinations involving, in one
instance, a Christmas pheasant
rising from the /dinner plate to
take its revenge. The hallucinations almost invariably end in violent death as the victim seeks an
end to his nightmare.
Holmes, up to now a man with a
magnifying glass using his deductive powers in competitions with
schoolmates, decides to take up
the case upon the death of a
retired professor whose experiments inspired him and whose
deerstalker
becomes
his
trademark (thus explaining the
origin of one legend; the famous
pipe is also explained, but the
beginnings of Holmes's heroin
habit are not speculated on). He
enlists Watson (Alan Cox) and

the professor's niece E lizabeth
(Sophie Ward) , whose love
threatens to end the domination
of Holmes's intellect over his
emotion.
With routine brilliance Holmes
finds a clue which leads the three
to a Temple of Doom be neath
South London , where strange cultists (visible nowadays above
ground in the West End) sacrifice
young virgins to a horse-headed
deity. Our heroes are not able to
escape before being struck by the
poisoned darts. While being pursued through a cemetery whose go
machine has gone awry , th ey each
experience hallucinations , Watson thinking himself e ncoi led by
sa usage links a nd assaulted by
cream cakes. Whether he lives to
eat another I will no t say. One
cannot expect, ho wever, the
catastrophic climax of fires and
·explosions and collapsing structures one has come to expect from
a Spielberg product ion s, as we ll as
enough creaking floorbo ards,
cobwebs and rats alo ng the way to
please every 12-year-o ld boy in
the audience .
The set design crew must have
put all its budget towards its
Christmas Carol London , leaving
nothing for the cult's temple,
which seems to be taken from the
second Indiana Jones saga with
o nly a new paint job to call its
own. The latter scenes seem not
o nly a reworking ofold ideas (hohum , another human sacrifice)
but inferior to their predecessors
in earlier films , reaching a Bat-

man-like level of buffo'o ne ry in
the fight episodes . Still , the re are
some marvellous special effects ,
notably
a
stained-glass
swordsman who takes on the
school reverend. And throughout
the whole production there 's evidence of a real respect and knowledge of the Holmes stories.
Scott Hammond

THUNDERBIRDS!! 30 years of
Gerry Anderson's programme a~e
celebrated this month at the Fdrnhouse and City Arts Centre. The
exhibition (March Isl-April 5th)
includes actual ·puppets and origi·
nal artwork of such indestructibles
as Joe 90 and Captain Scarlett in
conjunction with this, the fil·
mhouse is showing two feature
films Thurderbirds Are Go! (Sat.
Mar.' 15th) and Thunderbirds Six
(Sat. March 22nd) as well as a lecture by Gerry Anderson, on W~·
March 26th, to talk about. his
techniques in creating the vario~s
prototypes which littered his
shows.

Prior: Britannica Rules
Jim Prior is remarkable in being one of the fews .
.
Thatcher and lived to tell the tale A
r
emor Tones to have stood up to Margaret
presently chairman of GEC as well .as b~;:; •:7:r:ry veteran of nearly three decades, he is
more recently' Northern Ireland. In Edinb~r h I er Secretary _of State for Employment and,
Britannica Lecture, Sally Bur/ton and Devi! S~st ~eek to dehver the annual Encyclopaedia
obie spoke to the man who was so nearly
destined to be Mrs Thatcher's successor.
The. funding of higher educaReview as quite sepa rate. A wortion is a primary concern to the exrying differential in view of the
Minister, a view he stressed in his
potential damage that the comBritann ica lecture . He is admanbined cuts ·could have for stuant in his belief that we, as a nation
dents.
will need to spend more on higher
Countering
arguments
in
educat10n and to him the present
favour of Housing Be nefit, Jim
cutbacks in higher education are
Prior reckons that students
simply wrong.
seemed to manage alright before
Studen ts need to "jog the
1980 when it was introduced . " I
minds" of those in authority, was
do think that some of the Housing
how Mr Prior concluded his lecBenefits have been rather too
ture. In the light of recent largegenerous and rather lax in the way
scale protests across the country,
they've been administered."
how best ought this to be done?
In his lecture , Mr Prior
" I think that it is , actually , very
suggested that business and indushard for the student populatio n to
try could and should help finance
do it. Except, of course, to point
higher education. Although he
out to anyone you meet that
does.n 't think they will ever pl ay
unless we can improve the stanamai o r role, he is adamant that
dard of our universities, and the
they could certainly do mo re to
numbers of people going through
fund the educat ion industry.
our universities, then we're sim"There are a number of sponply goi ng to be left behind. If you
sorship schemes and I should like
want a prosperous standard of livto see more businesses doing
ing for the future , then you have a
sponso rships and he lping with
duty to push for better standards
special grants."
in our universities. "
. " I think the crucial th ing though
" I am absolutely firm on higher
is to get across an impression that
education. I think we should be
we both need each other. Higher
spending more money there. "
Education tends tQ. believe that
Jim Prior plans to leave politics
industry doesn 't really understand
at the next election and, since
its problems and industry cerleaving the Cabinet in Septe mber
tainly tends to think that the job of
1984, has made no secret of his
a university is merely to produce
commitments now to a full-time
what they want. "
career in industry. Undoubtedly
Even in the States, industry
one of the major issues to face him
only provides about 2 per cen t of
during his last year or so in Parliauniversity funds. In this country
ment will be the controversial
Mr Prior believes that public
Fowler Review of social security
expenditure should continue to
provisio ns ; a document with grave
provide the greater part of univerimplications for student finances,
sity finance. However, he does
yet one which leaves Mr Prior
not rule out the introduction of
unconcerned.
loans altogether, if they work in
"I' m not an expert on this, and ' the States why can't they work
therefore can't give you a very
here? Whatever the source, the
conclusive answer. But I think
money must come from somethat one has to recognise , in
where. Renowned for not always
recent years, that some of the
toeing the party line , Mr Prior.
grants to students, particularly
strongly opposes the governHousing Benefit , have been very
ment's cutbacks on education.
much more expensive than
" I think they're making misbefore. This has cost a great deal
takes at the moment by cutting
of money and I think that governback on expenditure. If we 're not
ment has been quite reasonable to
going to go on going down as a
cut back on that a bit."
country we've got to get our eduJim Prior regards the issues ot
cation system right. "
In a BBC interview with Margo
student grants and the Fowler

Like most large towns or cities,
Edinburgh has quite a high proportio n of e lderl y people. The
problems of growing old are , of
course, not a lways aepenaam uu
where one lives. But there are
some instances in which living in a
citY. may prove to be difficult.
Many elderly people have
found themselves isolated and
lonely as their immediate family
and relatives have eithe r died or
moved away to other parts of the
country. The problem is compounded for those who live in
tenement flats . It may seem a hassle to many students to have to
climb several flights of stairs at the
end of the day ; to many older
people with physical disabilities it
is a real barrier to their contact
with the outside world.
Often the only assistance· to
these people comes either from
social workers, 'home helps' or
local church groups. Failing this ,
they can ooly hope that one or two
of thei r neighbours are willing to
help out with some of the more
physically demanding tasks.
Some people have also become
isolated in the sense that they

Macdonald immediately before
we spoke to Mr Prior, he indi. cated an unwillingness to discuss
matters relating to Ulster. When
we asked, though, he did offer this

personal view of the recent
Anglo-Irish agreement which has
aroused phenomenal controversy
in Northern Ireland.
·
" I was very much in favour of it.
I think is was a very courageous,
em , effort by Mrs Thatcher. 1
think it was absolutely right an d
I'm very disappoi nted at the way it
has been received by the
Unionists. If they can sit down

together and work out their own
future. then the Republic of Ireland will have to take a back seat."

and that is why 1 think her views
and opi nions have been mista ken
by the Unionists."

"Once you have devolved governm ent, then the Republic of
Ireland no longe r has any interest
and that is the way forwa rd. " Mr
Prio r feels dismayed at the strong
Unionist rejection of the agreement ; something, they feel which
is a to tal sell-out o n Mrs

As the chairman of GEC. Mr
Prior is extremely pleased with
the company's recent order for a
power station in Chin a. The
order , secured against a great deal
of competitio n and at a very competitive price , is worth £250 million. Moreover it has put GEC at
the top of the world league of such
power stations. No mean feat.
when you consider that G EC ha;
noi had a si milar order at home
for several yea rs.
"It is a very proud achi eve ment
fo r GEC and a great achievement
for Britai n. It 's the biggest single
order we've had from Chi na and is
probably worth as much in o ne
orde r as the total exports for the
year would normally be worth ."
During hi s term of office as
Employment Secretary. Mr Prior
was involved with the government's reformation of the trade
union laws. What then doe> he
feel about the current situa tion
between the print workers and the
management at Wapping?
" l think that the great shame
about the struggle between the
print workers and the management is that this ough! to have
been solved and settled peacefully
and sensibly ten yea rs ago. when
the new technology became available.··
"But the unions dug their hceb
in and wouldn't liste7' to reason
and now the management have
decided that it's a do or die policy
with them. In the end you can·t
stop progress and new techno logy
and I think it's wrong to do so ...
Mr Prior admits that there is
some concern within the gove rnment about the situ atio n in Wapping. alt hough. in his own words
he feels th at "t he print workers
have asked for it ··. Generallv
speaking. Mr Prio r believes th a·r
there is little sympathy with the
trade unions for the print workers
"otherwise the lorries wouldn ·t be
getting through and the electricians wouldn 't be supplyin g any
labour" .
"I think the majority of trade
unionists believe that thev could
·rnve do ne some thing before they
•lid: they"ve been underpaid and
Jverworked fo r years in Fleet
Street.··

Thatcher's part.
"I knew many of the people
involved well, .. he sa id . "when I
was in No rthern Ireland and if
they believed Mrs Thatcher would
have anything to do with . as it
were , taking away the right of the
people 10 belong to the United
Kingdo m if they wish to do so then
they must be 100 per cent mistaken. Mrs Thatcher is a Unionist.

The other Edinburgh
In the final instalment of our three-part series on the other
side of Edinburgh, we look at the problems faced by the elderly
in the community.
have found it hard to adapt to
many of the changes goi ng o n
around them . We have all heard
of elderly people complaining that
they "can't get used to this new
money ." for instance . Being confronted with a multitude of forms
to complete in order to claim
social security benefits is ve ry
offputting to anyone, regardless
of their age. Again . the major
source of help and advice is the
social worker, often already fully
stretched.
The situation generally worsens
for many as the long winter
months set in and heating costs
rise significantly. Some ·estimates
have indicated that on average
48,000 people over 60 die in Britain in the winter months than in
the summer. Under this government , the Electricity Discount
Scheme which helped pensioners

on rent and rate rebates. as well as
those on supplementary benefit.
has been mod1tred so th at only
pensioners receiving supplementary benefit are now eligible to
receive help with fuel bills.
The conce pt of ·1Care' in the
Community' applied to the
elderly in society has had some
positive .effects. The increase in
the number of sheltered housing
schemes ( eg, a cluster of residential fl ats together with a full-t ime
'live in' warden) was initially
promising. but has subsequently
been hit by fin ancial constraint.
Also , there has been a trend
towards smaller and more personalised homes for the elderly as
an alternative to large anonymous
institutions. A gain though . this is
an area which the present govern ment seems to view as a quick and
cheap alternative to state provi-

sion of se rvices.
Within Edinburgh. there are
currentl y several community
centre projects which are intending to offer more to the elderly
community. particularly in the
Southside area . The proposed
com munit y ce ntre in Nicolson
Square Met hod ist Church will be
able to offer a convivial dayt ime
atmosphere to people of all age
groups in the area. Fund-raising is
also underway fo r a day-centre in
Roxburgh Street. near the Plea-

sa~~ch of what I have mentioned

so far applies predominantly to
those who are physically frail. The
age ing process is ·unstoppat>lc in
the
physical
sense..
But
mental atti tude also matters you're as old as you feel. Some
retired people. despite being
physically fit. find themselves
unsure how to fill the extra ·free
time· now available to them. In a
city like Edinburgh. the U nivsity itself could do much in the
way of openi ng up classe;, to pensioners and making information
available.
Most of the elderly population
of today have worked hard for a
large part of their lives. It's not
much to ask that the generations
who follow do their best to help
them grow old with dignity and
respect.
Simon Thompson

If you're interested in findin g o ut more. or getting involved in community projects with elderly people . contact SCAG (the stude nt communit y action group) o n 557 I 121 ( 1-3 pm. Monday to Friday) . Alternatively . drop into the office at the Societies· Centre on the Pleasance.
Referring to Louise Johnstone's article on Sectarianism in Scotland

(27/2/86) we mistakely said that Roman Catholics could not be Lord
Chancellors.
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Charity Ball raises over £1000
Last Saturday the CQlonial Society's Charity Ball took place at Prestonfield House Hotel.
Dave Yarrow went along to the ball to capture "a piece of the action" for Student.

Above: . Colin Campbell and one
Wenke Yndestad enjoy the company
of Steve Thompson and Jane McNeil.
Dave
Robson
flanked
amorously by Claire Lightbody and
Vicky Barrie.
Steele

Far left: Ginn: Deep Throat
Sutcliffe catches the attention of
rugby's Danny Cassen.
Left: Susan 'I'm.in all the pictures'
Jarvis with Sara Lonsdale and
Graham Spawforth.
Below left: Mark Lambert heads the
queue for the ladies' loo. In hot
pursuit are Henrietta Stark, Julia
Barron, Richard Chalmers and
Allison Moore.
Below: The organising committee:.
Peter Cutforth, Mike Braun, Julia
Peach (ball ' organiser), Steve
'Sinclair' Lucas and Stuart Faed.
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Snow-boating

E~rly O? Sunday morning
ten mtrep1d members of the
Canoe Club set off to the Arctic wastelands of Perth, in
order to run a white water
race.

one. However , by a stroke of
luck , an AA m·an came to our.
rescue. He soon removed the'
wheel .and ·simon zapped off into
Perth m order to find a tyre. This

Having loaded up the canoes,
we sat expecta ntly in the bus , only
to find that it wouldn't start. Much
to our disappointment it eventually fired and we moved away only
to start sliding down the Pleasance
hill. Yet another chance to abort
this trip, however, once agai nprovidence struck and a convenient JCB came along to give us a
tow up the hill.
Hence we eventually left Edin"
burgh, and went bombing along
the M90 Perthward bound . Sudden ly Scott started to veer the bus
towards the emergency lane and
eventually stopped. Having ascertained that this wasn't due to
insobriety. we found we had a
puncture. We then searched the
min ibus for a spare wheel only to
realise that there wasn't actually

Photo: Alasdair Macpherson
proved difficult, as it was Sunday.
Eventually, after two hours, we
obtai ned a tyre in a small establishment for an extortionate sum.

~Headhigh
Wednesday last was·an historic day for the Shinty Club.
Not only did they actually
hear once again tl!e beloved
.clump of leather on wood,
wood on wood, and wood on
leg, but they succeeded in
reaching the semi-final of the
Colentrave Cup by humiiiating their St Andrews opposition.
Add to this the novelty of having a panel of 16 players available
for selection plus two of the bestloo~ing cheerleaders in the University and you can understa nd
why this day is emblazoned in the
hearts of all lovers of shinty.
For Andy 'Binman hat' Kinghorn it will be remembered as
the day when he finally realised
his goal-scoring potential a nd
where the nets were. Rumours
that his secret is his headgear have
been confirmed and replicas will
be standard issue. But even the
bareheaded members of the team
proved their worth . Indeed , Ian
' Hard Nut' Watt would have had
difficulty in bringing off his fine
header had he been encumbered
bv a hat. Jimmy Dick narrowly

missed relieving Watt of the
encumbrance of his head at the
same time .
The run of the play was so much
in Edinburgh's favour that
'Smoky Joe' Lowe fell asleep in
goal and many St Andrews
players showed signs of defecting
to the Edinburgh side. This was
most obvio us when 'Quiet Man '
Maguire put the ball in the net.
Acutally "putted" the ball into the
net would be a better description
for not only did he take three
shots but for all the challenge he
received it might have been the
12th hole at the Open. Neither
'Left Hook' Reeki e nor latecomer
'Grandad' Samuels needed such
encouragement when they each
drove shots home in fine goalscoring fashion.
Newcomers to the team Chris
'Off with his head· and Kit Curry
(that's his real name) · turned in
fine performances inspired no
doubt by the roars of Growler
Simpson. Such a victory augurs
well for the semi-final and the
forthcoming Little John Vase·
competition which Edinburgh
seem set to win. I told you they
were on the up and up .
Tomas Maguidhir

rfml Come on down

Despite the uncricket-like
weather it is now that the.Uni•t C • k t Cl b eally
ver~1 Y. nc e
•u r
begms its preparation for the
new season.
T he club runs two highly cornpetitive elevens. The first XI play
in the Scottish Universities championship as well as fixtures against
highly ranking East of scotland
league teams. This season sees the
introduction of a 'Cricket Week'
for the first XI which includes fixlures from as far afield as Dublin
andNewcastle .
The Second XI also offers a
wide variety of oppositi5>n includmg other University Sesand )'.Cl's
as well as local sides. We stress
that the Si;cond XI fixtures are of
a high ·standard and offer good
competition to capable cricketers.
For thos!! . ~hose interes\s. lie

more on th.e soda! side of' the
game , there 1s a ThU'dXl who play
about six matches every year at a
not too exacting level!
Places in all three teams are by
no means fixed for the new season
and we encourage newcomers to
provide competition for these
places. It should be emphasised
that the first five weeks of the .summer ferm see a very busy tirnetable and thus requires a large squad
to pick from .
Selection is based purely on
merit which is determined from
performances at next practices on
Thursday nights in the Pleasance
lower gym this term , and at the
outdoor artifical and gress nets at
Peffermill next term .
In the immortal words of Leslie
Crowther:
"Come on down! ..
M_iddle Stump

. Having refitted the tyre (an
important prerequisite for setting
off) we departed once agai n and
act ually reached the river. However, the race participants had
already left and were paddling,
down the river. This meant th at
lhe "race" became a club trip and
the motley crew (i ncluding our
two jinxed members, Alisdair and
Calum) got changed (no mean
feat in a foot of snow). Tom , our
competition secretary, showed
bad form and changed in the
minibus. Before paddling Lynda
and Calum tried cooling down by
rolling in the snow.
On the river there were few
incide nts until the end of the river,
when Alisdair and Dean decided
to obtain a view of the bottom of
the river and practice breaststroke
in order to obtain their proficiency tests.
This trip was on the whole a success, but a wee bit chilly, however. we sti ll have next week to
look forward to!
Alisdair Macpherson

6)Summer
tennis
Due to the present lack of
facilities at the University,
social tennis as organised by
the EUL TC has previously
taken a somewhat minor role.
However all this has now
changed this summer,
there will be a chance for all
tennis enthusiasts, of whatever standard, to take to the
courts.
For all non-team players, there
will be an info.rrnal knockout tournament which will cover the firs't
five weeks of next term , and will
consist of Ladies and Gents Singles and Doubl es, as well as Mixed
Doubles. We are in the process of
arranging the hire of either the
Priestfield Tennis Club or Kirkhill
Road, or the Waverly club of
Mayfield Road for four Wednesday afternoons next term , when
tournament matches can be
played. Anyone who is interested
should put their name down on
one of the posters to be found in
Teviot, KB, Pollock Refectory or
Pleasance . The draw will go up in
Teviol in the first week of ,next
term.
For those of you who would like
to try for the team. trials will be
held on the first Wednesday of
term. April 16th . at 2 pm at KB
Tennis Courts. Even if it is the
first time you've set foot on a
court this year, do come along and
have a go.
Andrea Pentney
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ing is the iX,,lJ()() I Ole uOIO L up
which could well go to the highly
talented COOMBS DITCH. Following two previous failure' in
_ this race, shrewd trainer . David
Elsworth is unlikely lo have mi\I_ Sed a trick in the horses prepara uon and 1t cou ld well be third time
· luck for this game IO year old.

LESTER
:

G.,f\UOP. -

'"'U.Vnp·
II.., 1

It 's all systems go at stables
throughout the country as
racing makes a welcome
return after the month long
freeze up.
The absence of racing means
that the form book is likely to be
rewritten and punters are well
advised to keep their ~oney with
modern stables who have been
able to keep their horse ticking
over.
Next week sees National Hunt
Racings an nual showpiece over
three days at the Cheltenh am Festival. This meeting is traditionally
a backers graveyard and all the
indications are that this year will
be no exception - most sa tisfaction i~ likely to be gained from
enjoying the quality racing wi thout a financial intere t in the outcome.
The feature event of the mee t-

SABIN DU LOIR reprc~nts
best value in the top event over
timber - the Waterford CryMal
Champion Hurdle. He ran a blinder when second to this year»
ante-post favourite See You Then
last time out. On the form book
See You Then is a certainty. hut
stranger things have happened Ask Cupid.

The top juvenile race of the
week , The
Daily
Exprcs\
Triumph Hurdle. is normally
landed by' an outsider. How.;' er.
any horse th at finishes in front of
the strongly fancied TH A T'S
YOUR LOT will have to he vcrv
·
smart indeed.
Other hor~es to he on the look
out for during the week arc Fred
Winter's JASPER. Irish raider
BOBSL/NE and Nickv Hcnde,·~on\ talented PIKES PEAK.
The Easter Vacation ees the
climax of the National Hunt ~ca
son with the Grand National at
Aintrce . In this race it normallv
pays to back the horse with the
mo t pleasant sounding name MR SNUGFIT is as good as any
that I have heard this yt•a r.

~ Hot pedalling
Congratulations to EU 's
cycle racing team for their
success in last Sunday's Edinburgh Road Club Randonnees. On a cold, windy day,
all of the EUCC riders won
medals for their high placing:
Jn the 100 km eve nt Peter
Dymoke came 4th with a time of 4
ho urs 25 minutes. and Leon Litvack 8th in 4 hours 29 minutes. out
of a field of 200 riders. These high
placings should provide them with
extra ince ntive for the natio nal

student time trial champion,hip
on 16 March in Hull.
On a 21Hlkm course with severa l
thousand feet of climbing and icy
cond itions. Alex Stout placed Jnl
and Chris Clinkscale 4th . It took
just under 9 hours for the pair w
complete the event. in which ~()
riders took part .
These events raise great hopes
for our riders for the coming season. which opens in two weeks·
time.
Stephen Brown

~ Scots fridge
The Second CAPITAL
BOWL will be played at Edinburgh's
Meadowbank
Stadium, site of the 1986
Commonwealth Games, on
Sunday March 30th, between
Edinburgh Blue Eagles and
Glasgow Lions.
The Capital Bowl was dubbed .
"The Unofficial Scottish Cha mpionship··. and last year's game
was won by Glasgow Lions.
against Edinburgh Blue Eagles.
by a 13-6 score.

Last year's Capital Bowl ga me
drew 3.876 in poor weath&r conditions. and over 5.000 are exp~ctcd
to this ~ear's game. Tickeb will
cost £3 for adults and £ 1.50 for
vouths and OAP and will l!O nn
sa le at Sports Consciou~ in P~ince~
Street on February 15th . and at
other selected sports outlets.
This vear's game will again feature pre game 'a nd halftime entertainment and the ga me will kick
off at 2 pm .
For further information please
'call 031-336 2374.
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,~

Off to the sun

~Undecided
This year's Intra-Mural
Rugby
has run fairly
smoothly with only the odd
problem about pitches being
unavailable and teams not
turning up.
With the introduction of the
new Astroturf at Peffermill ,
hopefully more rugby pitches will
be available for use on Wednesday afternoons.
The number of teams has fluctuated arou nd the dozen mark
with some teams dropping out and
some new teams entering the
league.
This looks as if it is going to be
the closest league for years following the departure of Club 69 who
dominated proceedings for the
last couple of years.
This competitiveness is well
illustrated by the fact that only
three points cover the fi rst seven
teams. At the e nd of last term, the
'Porkers· were on top closely pursued by the 'A team' and 'Dick
Vet' .

Edinburgh University's Pete" Young rises high and above the rest last Wednesday at Murraylield in the Scottish Universities versus Scotland Under 21 's.
It was ~ot enough 'however to stop
Scotland 'babes' coasting to a 22-3 victory; this despite a 3-0 half time deficit.
Photo: David Yarrow

While most at Edinburgh
University will retire homewards for the Easter holidays,
it is time for EURFC's biannual change of scene. The
venues have previously been
as far-flung as British Columbia and Kenya, but this Easter's three week tour to Brazil
is undoubtedly the moxt exotic and ambitious trip to date.
There have been certai? rather
worrying rumours that the French
team on their way to Argentina
stopped off for a quick match ver• sus the Brazilian national side ,
and were beaten. All 25 members
of the tour party hope fervently
that this is not true, as the switch
from sub-zero temperatures to the
90's should make playing rugby
quite difficult enough.

RFC and a Niteroi/Rio Select
team. Numerous trips to the
Copacabana Beach are anticipated as well as severe sunburn
for the more pure blooded AngloSaxons and Celts among us. The
Rio Grand Prix rounds off the stay
in Rio nicely , and the next day the
tour party sets off for Sao Paulo
which will be the base for the next
two weeks. After matches against
Pasteur RFC, Sao Paulo Athletics
Club and a seven-a-side competition, the party will fly to Curitiba
for a three-day excursion and a
match against Colirado RFC.
However, the highlight of the
rugby-playing side to the tour will
updoubtedly be the last match ,
lljhich js against the aforementloned ·Brazilian National Side.
'this will take place back in Sao
Paulo, and there is the possibility
~fi t being televised.

The first week of the tour will
1 The
Scottish Rugby Union
be spent in Rio de Janeiro itself, think that this tour is over-ambitiwith two matches against the Rio ous on the part of EURFC and

have done nothing to help the club.
Certainly, there have been problems, especially with the financial
aspects of such an undertaking,
but due to the very hard work of
the tour committee , certain members of the club and coach Arthur
Ross, the cost of this tour excluding spending money. is an
astonishingly low £350 per perJ
son. The money ;has been raised
by discos, raffle tickets and advertisements in the tour programme.
Sponsorship has been hard to
find, but Old Parr Whisky have
generously
provided
every
member of the tour party with a
key ring, two wallets and a huge
beach towel , while numerous
mini-bottles of whjsky have been
donated by Highland Cream.
With just two w'e eks to go , the
EU RFC tour squad is looking forward to escaping the muggy
Scottish Easter weather , and flying off to the sunshine of Rio . It
should be a memorable tour. , ·.
Marc Lambert

There were the usual crop of
close games which usually
involved the Porkers cg Medics vs
Porkers 6-6. Also a number of
games which were one-sided to
say the least and tended to involve
the Geologists .
The leagues will be continuing
this term up until Week 8, with a
Sevens' tournament in the third
term .

PRIZE

As , I said earlier this nis the
closest the league has been fo
yiyars and it looks like it won't b~
decided until late in the term.
1
Paul O'Brien

Following on the Superteams
tournament held in Edinburgh, the
cream of the University's sporting
, talent took part in the Sportstars
final last week in Glasgow. The
Edinburgh team, consisting of
Jenny Carlton , Lilian Monahan
Richard MacCallum and Robi~
Strang, won the event from Glasgow.
The Department of Physical
Education holds its second annual
Easter Bunny Hop on Monday
10th march in the Sports Hall
from 17.30- 19.30. Tickets are now
available price 50p for this fun and
e ndu rance Popmobility event.
The Autumn Term Popmobility programme concluded with the
on
Christmas
Merrython
December 9th and this event
raised £250 for the Colombian
Volcano Child rens Relie f Fu nd.
A reduced programme of Popmobility will operate during the
four weeks of the Easter Vacation
with sessions in the Sports Centre
on Mondays · 17.30-18.30 and
Thursdays 13 .00-14.00 and at
Kings Buildings Gymnasiu m on
Tuesdays 13.00-14.00.

CROSSWORD

st, Sadistic Sunday stroll

The Edinburgh University , thankfully. in a downward directen mile road race on Sunday tion. The first lap was rather
was a great success: brilliant · demanding, so need t· say more
sunshine; brilliant organisa- about the second circuit!
tion; and a very;healthy turn11 seems unbearable that in
out.
' 1981 a certain athlete by the name
Thecourseconsistedoftwofivemile, circuits, beginning and ending '
at the King's Buildings, and includ- ,
ing a long uphill haul along the
Hermitage and Braid Hills Road. ·
Having reached a height of 425 .
feet , the remaining two miles were j

of - 'Nat Muir' - stormed
around the course in an official
time of 48:37 minutes. The
steeper the hills, the quicker he
goes! Yet Mr Muir failed to win
this year, and the main reason for
thi_s wa~ his non-participation .

Nobody was too perturbed by his
Peter
absence!
Instead,
Canavaghn 'o f Edinburgh Southern won in a1time of 51minutes17 ACllOSS
seconds, pursued by Stuart Gib- t. Sort of fruity grenade, commonly
son and Neil Thin, who also col(4, 2, 9)
lected the prize for the first male 7. Pale chips destroyed by tasty labial
features (5, 4)
student home. Finally, congratulations must go to officials who 9. REferring to a Scot or a raincoat
, I , 3)
stood in strategic positions along tO. (2
Not an empty start - but puctual
the route offering verbal encour(4,4)
agement, although this was often 11. Great works ruined by tar (3)
13. Is peter Parrot the initiator of the
accompanied by a sadistic grin.
crime? (11)
Carl Marston

17. Expenditure of energy in1pursuit
(8)
:
18. Request that it's a fork (3, 3, 2)
19. Test the depth with purplish fruit ,
we heard (8)
20. Pong of grain causes abdominal
pain (5, 4)
the Ladies events. In tile Ladies A
final Charlotte Wighton defeated. 21. Democratic choice process after
dark? (8, 2, 5)

tef Weekend feast of squash

DOWN

t.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
8.
12.
14.
15.

Plated fruit of a kind - often
.
Chunky! (4 , 2, 9)
Cheap and pointless piles of fruity
facial items (5 , 4)
A complete half-punctually (4, 4)
State desire for object or provoke
confrontation (3, 3,,2)
Bum around in the Labour Party,
as a dead weight (5)
.
Competition for office but not 1n
daylight (8, 2, 5)) ·
.
Concerning paper Trotsky1st commonly who does the deed (11) .
Get carnal desire oi painful expenence from roping in a nag (5 , 4)
Actofdoinginshortvitalcity(4, 4)
Football Association is a com•
when talking about outer garment
(2, 1, 3)
Rat about pointings (3)

The Department of Physi- struggles in the finals of the A and
cal Education organised the B events. Neil MacLeod came
16.
back from two games down to Alison
Dunn3-0,
Sandra
second annual Sports Centre defeat the holder Jonathan Watts Campbell defeated Pauline Tym- Last week's solutions
Squash Tournament O!l in the A event final. In the B event kewycz 3-1 in the .B event and ACROSS!. Bondage 3. Isthmus 6. DOWN: Bassoon 2. Adages 3. is on the Thursday, Saturday and Sun- Ric Brown defeated Martin Jones Bridget Stevens defeated Mary Botulism 8. Cages 9. Attest to II. Nape ru.n 4: My intentions 5. Someone 7. Up ·
end 8. complete acre 10. Best friend 13 .
Dependence 13. Fred Titmus lj.
day with students, staff and also by the riarrow margin of 3 Flaherty 3-0 in the Novice final. . 12.
Fathers 14. Tests 16. Disease 17. Bastes
Hind 18. Treasure 20. Excesses 21.
graduates and others in mem- · games to 2. Craig Henderson won _ The trophies for ihe A events. Steered 22. Gestate
bership of the Centre eligible the Mens Novice final with a 3-1 and the plaques for all the winners Completed solutions, together with your ~ and address, should, be
win over Derrick •Wren .
and runners-up were presented by
to enter.
·baJKled In to the Student orrices at 48 The Pleasance or put In one of the
While the students were to the
All three of the Mens events fore in winning ~II three Mens'
were closely contested with tense events they were less successful in.
I

Colin Campbell red StudeliJlloxls.around the Unioti,, by 1 pm on Monday. The send~r.
Sports.who helped with the prizes, of the first correct solution drawn will win £5, and the winner's ruune will
1
for this event.
be publisbeclJn. nextweelt!s~nt:.

Colin Qunpbell of

